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Out of the heartland comes the AudioWizard

CFSTM

for WindowsTM, the most complete digital

production and delivery system available. Within the last few years, the AudioWizard from
Prophet Systems Innovations has been chosen by the broadcast industry's big boys, small groups
and individual stations to become aleader in digital audio delivery.

But, we're not new. We have decades of experience in digital audio radio. In fact, a number of
us joined the PSi team after successfully relying on the AudioWizard in day-to-day broadcast
situations. Our programming department continues to anticipate not just your needs for today,
but for the months and years to come—both in updates to AudioWizard CFS and in the development
of AudioWizard CFS 32 .Our Academy is ready to teach you all the AudioWizard's extensive
capabilities. And our tech support is standing by with expanded service hours and a more
comprehensive offering of support options.

The innovations continue as we improve and refine our products to give cost-effect digital audio
to single stations, huge groups and everyone in- hem een.
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WAN CASTING'
WIDE AREA NE1WORK

Count on us. Together, let's make great radio.

PROPHET SYSTEMS
innovations

Check out our web site:
www.prophetsys.com
Sales: ( 800) 658-4403

Support: ( 308) 284-8450

Sales & Support Fax: ( 308) 284-4181

E-mail: sales@prophetsys.com

Webcast your station free:

.•

•

TM

reach more listeners, increase market share. generate revenues.

www.webradio.comlnab
visit us at NAB, booth # S2616

contact: Marie O'Reilly, Affiliate Relations
888.643.6782, ext. 329 • marieo@emblaze.com

powered

by

*Special Introductory Offer. Free Setup, Support,
Hardware, and Software. Nominal fees for commercial
stations, with first month free.
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Rangs 'Mat Sumo It
in ne Night
It's strange how the numbers
just seem to change at midnight..
Market

Station

M-S6A-12M10
Adults 25-54
Market Rank

New York

WABC-A

Los Angeles
Chicago
Boston
Houston
Miami
Cleveland

KABC-A
WLS-A
WRKO-A
KTRH-A
WINZ-A .
WTAM-A

Seattle •
Sacramento
Phoenix

KOMO-A
KSTE-A
KFYI-A

#19
#24
#13
#13
#11
#21
#7
#19
#12
#10

Pnneir irn (Inn« tionru

ART BELL
Aer

OP 11 M\

41174:11,1
7:1

41•1

541-664-8E329
Source: Fall 1998 Arbitron Metro Survey Area

Art Bell
Adults 25-54
Market Rank

puui' s 1140/811
Are You Y2k Ready?

U

nless you've been sleeping
under arock, you know about

won't be able to pump gasoline out of the underground tanks if
there's no electricity.

the computer code time bomb
called Y2k which some predict will

edge that America's power companies have thousands of com-

disrupt the whole world the
moment the new century be-

puter chips imbedded throughout every power plant in our land.
These chips operate switches, bypasses and gates in hydro-

gins. Public officials say there
is nothing to worry about,

electric dams and nuclear generators which were built decades

while independent "experts"
predict chaos, pandemonium and hungry people
roaming the streets.
Who do you believe...
the politicians or the crackpots? Itend to take the middle ground. I'm convinced Y2k will
be abigger problem than most
people are expecting but nothing
on the scale of the total economic collapse the crackpots are screaming will happen.
My biggest concern is this: Will your
station have electrical power one minute
past midnight on Jan. 1, 2000? Are your
listeners equipped with battery-powered
radios? Is your generator ready? Is there
plenty of fuel? Remember, gas stations

My concerns about electrical power are rooted in the knowl-

ago. This creates aproblem that cannot be fixed by asimple
software rewrite. No one really knows what will happen when
these chips see an impossible date appear on their internal clocks.
Have you pressed your civic leaders and power company officials about Y2k? Instead of accepting soft answers like,
"We're working on the problem," and "We hope to be ready,"
why not ask for evidence that they're doing more than sitting in acorner with their fingers crossed?
Without electricity to provide for communication, the
Y2k situation could quickly degenerate into the worst of
the crackpots' scenarios. Y2k has the potential to become a
more serious situation than any of us in the post- WWII generation have ever faced.
Are you taking it seriously? Do you have apublic service
plan for dealing with the worst, should it come to pass?
Have you given any thought to where you should be this
New Year's Eve? ià

B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher

To reach me, write: RADIO INK, B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher, 224 Datura Street, Suite 701, West Palm Beach, FL 334ot Phone: 561-655-8778 • Fax: 561-655-693o

Email: Ericrt‘cads@radioink.corn

Suctess
It's a state

of mind

411M.

Willhight Research, Inc. has been providing local market
radio ratings data for over fifteen years to the broadcast
community. Contact us for more
information to see how we can help
your state of mind.
MIMight
reh, Inc
Audiente Measurement Surveys
Seattle, WA • 206-431-8430
FAX 206.431-0603 • e-mail dbhaste0aol.corn
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Don't let the
Radio Revolution
pass you by..
Subscribe now to
Radio Ink, Your
Premier Radio
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sell more Radio?
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through Radio Ink
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out of promotional
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ENC.° # Orban ÷ Harris= DADpRo32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and
Harris now e)clusively represents the new and improved DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the feature', and functioneity demanded by today's progressive broadcast
facilities. Util zing standard off the shelf non-poprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating
systems, DAD is the iogical choice for bon Automated and Live Assist On-Air operations, Production,
News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to
the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with otner software applications for Wire
Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional
broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first
year, permirting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology
and evolviog broadcast mdustry requirements.

next level solutions

Integrated LAN and WAN capaoillties make DADRRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or
worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTrarking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Hams today to discuss how the DADpoo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize the

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the late,t technology.
COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

1fr-iRRIS
1-800-622-0022

www.harris.com/communications

Communications

PEOPLE IN INK®

Reba McEntire received the
Humanitarian of the Year award from Vince
Gill. Reba was under the impression she
would be introducing Dick Clark. Surprise!!!

'The Country Radio Seminar recently celebrated its 30th birthday. The four- day event was held in
Nashville, and Country music's biggest stars were in attendance. Radio Ink magazine was there.

Hey, the camera's over here. Can you spot alook-alike for Monica Lewinsky's publicist?

Don't ask. Westwood One's Ed Salamon ( I) didn't smile throughout the entire
seminar. Salamon is seen here with Vince Gill, Reba McEntire, Dick Clark,
and CRS's Paul Allen.

What do we know about country music? ( I- r) Carl Gardner, Journal Broadcast Group; Dick
Furgeson, Cox; Bill Figenshu, CBS; Consultant Rusty Walker; Larry Wilson, Citadel.

vCRS announced its 1999 Humanitarian awards for dedication to community.

In the Major Market category, KNIX PD
Larry Daniels from Phoenix, Ariz.

In the Medium Market category, KlUG PD
Dave Daniels of Tulare, Calif.

In the Small Market category, WDJR GM Tom Nebel (
I) and Pfl Jerry Broadway
of Dothan, Ala.
The Oak Ridge Boys sing the national anthem.

Hey, is that Vince Gill in the background? Chely Wright wowed the crowd
at one of the seminar's luncheons.

8
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Uncompressed Audio

Looking for the best
digital audio system?

Because most other systems depend on compression,
they take huge bites out of your audio before it ever
reaches the airwaves. Digital Universe serves up full
CD-quality, 44.1 kHz audio, start to finish. That's audio
fidelity sure to appeal to even the most golden-eared

Compare
apples to apples.

of your listeners.
High Channel Capacity
Just try running astation on 2, 3, even 6channels.
Most systems can't get much further than that,
uncompressed, without adding lots of extra hardware.
Digital Universe gives you 50 stereo channels,* all
from asingle server. No other system comes close.
*Tested capacity as of January 1999. Advances in PC hardware
yield ongoing improvements in channel capacity.

No Proprietary Hardware
These days, any system built around proprietary
hardware is adead end. But Digital Universe is software
based, so your hardware choices are wide open. Run
your system on standard, affordable PCs and mix and
match audio cards among workstations: it's up to you.
Windows NT + Client/Server
Digital Universe's Leading- edge Windows NT platform
and client/server architecture give your system room
to grow, without clumsy workarounds or multiple PCs
in every studio. And Digital Universe was written for
Digital audio systems aren't created equal. You'll

NT, not just " optimized" for it - it's the right
infrastructure for the future as well as the present.

find that Digital Universe, CBSI's new system for
Sound impossible? Take the Digital Universe
live assist, satellite, automation and routing,
stands out from the crowd.

challenge. Contact us today to request your checklist
for selecting afuture- proof digital audio system.
Then, compare apples to apples. Once you've heard
what Digital Universe can do for your station, you
won't settle for anything less than gold.

cbsi

DIGITAL

Custom Business Systems Inc

P.O. Box 67 • Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Telephone 541 271-3681 • FAX 541 271-5721
E-mail: info@cbsi.org • www.digitaluniverse.org

800

547-3930

UNIVERSE

IA

Empower
Against LowPower Stations

live and local announcers don't
matter, they will drive people
to the satellite programming
that Rhoads talks about. Just
don't look at us programmers
and jocks and say, "Why are
our numbers down?"
Wake up, you moneygreedy [ people]! If you
think that computers can
replace live jocks for the
bottom line, Ihave news
for you: Ihave acarousel
automation machine that's
collecting dust in our control room, and it's for sale.
Just let me know when you
want to buy it, I'll cut you
asweetheart of adeal!
Programmer/Jock

F

cc Chairman William
Kennard ( photo at left)
is proud of his agenda to put
hundreds, if not thousands,
of low-power Radio stations
on the air around the country in the next several years.
This, of course, will have no
effect on New York City,
Chicago, Los Angeles or
any of the top Radio markets in America. But, the
WLKGs of the world in
small markets will be negatively affected.
Small- market Radio in
America is in horrible conFrom: cms7@socket.net
dition, and Chairman Kennard's plan will make the
situation worse. Why do people in the industry think that we
Response: What
small- market owners are taking money to the bank in bushel
Would You Do?
baskets?
Iyou've spent any time in
How are people with no Radio experience going to make
ithe Radio " biz," you've
aliving with these 100- to 1,000- watt stations? The ' 80-90
seen an avails request like
drop- ins like me have generally been failures. I'm killing my..
this (" What Would You
self every day to make my two Radio stations successful.
Do?" Radio Ink, Feb. 1, 1999).
The Radio industry does not have to help us fail. We have got
Sad but true. The flavor of
more help in that area than we need.
-the request lacks respect for
Please help us stand up to the FCC on this issue of lowour industry, but then, we
power Radio stations.
must consider the source.
Torn Kwiatkowski, Owner/GM
Someone sold their
WLKG-FM, WKPO TM, Lake Geneva, WI

"Live" Does Matter!

I

n response to your commentary "Is Radio Losing Its
Soul?" ( Publisher's Notes,
Radio Ink, Feb. 15, 1999),
Hell, yeah! Ihave spent the
last 20 years of my life in this
business and have seen alot
of good and talented people
come and go by choice: They
moved up to abetter, higherpaying job. That is the greatest reward for aprogrammer
who air- checks staff weekly.
That reward has been
taken away by the "consolidation kings" of this business.
Radio nowadays is ageneric
piece of garbage in almost

10

every market, not by the
choice of the people doing
the work but by the people
signing the checks. With the
invention of new software,
owners are licking their chops,
investing in this equipment,
thinking, " Now Ican cut out
the 7- mid slot." Thinking like
this hurts the industry.
Owners have this preconceived notion that
voice- tracking is a great
way to save a salary and
sound live, too! I have
more jocks putting more
time into voice- tracking than
show prep, not by choice but
by necessity. lf owners think

client on Radio. Now, it's the
media buyer's job to get the
most bang for the buck.
Media buyers have learned
well over the years. We've
trained them to ask for it all,
because we've offered it as
"added value" in the past as
an incentive to buy. Sponsorships, promos, bonus
commercials and tickets to
the big concert — if kitchen
sinks were worth anything,
we'd have thrown them in as
well, in order to get the buy.
Radio is the " quiet giant"
of advertising. When used
properly, it's the leader in
consumer conditioning. Unfortunately, the most tangible parts of Radio are the bill

To subscribe, coil 1-800-610-5771

and the AE — if [ he or she]
is servicing the client right.
These days we're all
more accountable. We need
to earn the respect of each
new person with whom we
deal. Although impersonal
and somewhat rude, the avails
request is aqualified lead.
What's the GM going to
think when he hears this
client on another station in
your market? Go to bat as best
you can, and take a " no" if
that's the answer. Involve the
SM and the GM both if necessary to work " the deal."
Larry Rogers, VP
Eads Broadcasting
Albany, OR

Trouble Ahead?
like your magazine and the
iarticles on Radio consolidation. Ihave been in Radio
broadcasting for more than
40 years. Ithink that our business is headed for trouble.
We are seeing this corporate Radio disaster hitting right
here in Iowa. Iam grateful to
work for great owners who still
believe in local Radio and in
serving our city of license.
John Reardon, GM
KF113-AM, KXIA-FM
Marshalltown, Iowa

First Impression

C

from the " new
inedia" industry and not
Radio, Iwas not familiar with
your publication or its content. After thoroughly reading your February 1issue, I
must say Iam very impressed.
Ifound it to be filled
with insightful and useful
"best practices" — applicable
to situations that Radio managers face each day. Exposing your content using
alternative delivery mechaoining

nisms is agreat pursuit. Ilook
forward to hearing more.
Mark Olson,
Dir. of Marketing and Sales
NewsLine, (Bot) 961-8000,
mark@nfflsline.com
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Move our stations to the next level with Dalet
Dalet is the World Standard in Digital Audio,
Automation and Group Solutions. Dalet
systems are reliable, affordable and proven.

The performance challenge
has never been greater
Maximize revenue and make the most
of your group's portfolio. Generate cost
saving and improve productivity without
sacrificing quality.

Choose Baler to get the job done
Dalet offers integrated tools for managing
clusters and groups - every aspect of your
business, from on- air and production to
sales, traffic, financial reporting and more.
Partnership with long-term leaders in the computer industry
helps us remain at the forefront of technological innovation.

Microsoft Certified
Solution Provider

COMPAQ

The World Standard in Digital Ruch
LIWERánlibinielfferbafitin
Voice Tracking
Sales Tools for 2000
Group Connectivitu
Newsroom Solutions
Web Publishing
Major broadcasters
worldwide choose
Dalet more than any
other system. Among
our references:
Emmis, Journal, ABC,
Radio Unica, Sinclair,
Crawford, CNN
Radio, BBC ( UK),
CBC ( Canada) etc.

Call [2]2] 82S-3322
or visit Ell adalercom

LEADERSHIP
NEW

Treat Your Suppliers ...
The Way You Treat Your Customers

T

he Billy Graham organization takes aunique approach to suppliers.
Suppliers don't always have to
bid for BC's business, and BC
doesn't necessarily base supply
decisions on meeting specs.
BY HARVEY ivIACKAY
Here's an example: Al is in

You'll
always get
abetter
shake if
you pay
the same
day you
get the
bill.
12

the public relations business. He serves as an
outside advisor on achurch board PR committee. Another member of the same advisory board, Arthur, is an officer of the Graham
organization.
Al was loudly and publicly fired from his job.
There was no way another firm in town would hire
him, so he opened his own
office. Three weeks after
opening his doors, he received acall from Arthur.
Al had never seen
Arthur outside the board
meetings. Arthur asked
whether he would have
time to develop amarketing plan and some PR materials for acampaign.
Al managed to find the time.
When he finished the project, Arthur asked
him to bring over his bill. Most people expect
you to mail the bill. Al figured that they wanted to go over it with him. He put together his
statement very carefully and went over to BC.
Arthur barely glanced at the bill. He called
his secretary in and said, "Will you see if we can
cut Al's check right now?" He was paid before
he left the building.
Where do they tell you in business school
to pay your suppliers when they hand you the
bill? Aren't we supposed to hang onto our cash
as long as possible and work the interest for the
maximum return? Did anyone you know ever
chew out his controller because he paid asupplier too late?
Three years later, Al's business has taken
off. He did several more jobs for BC, but as he
got busier, he didn't hear much from them.

The phone rings. Its Arthur. Would Al like
"a little extra holiday money?" They have ajob
that needs his immediate, personal attention.
By this time, Al has 10 employees. He's trying to hire two more that week, and they're up
to their ears in work. " Itold him that Iwas really as busy as Ihad ever been," said Al, "but if
they really wanted my help, I'd be happy to
do it."
"No," Arthur says, " I'll take care of it.
Thanks anyway. Glad you're doing so well."
"When Ihung up the phone, Istarted to
shake, and then Istarted to cry. The nagging

suspicion I'd had from the beginning was confirmed. It wasn't because Iwas such agreat PR
guy. Arthur asked me because BC knew Ineeded the business. Then, they called me again to
see if Istill needed help. Nobody I've ever done
business with before has cared about me the
way the Billy Graham organization did."
BC had cared about him when it counted.
He has never forgotten it. How many companies can say they have made permanent
customers out of their suppliers long after they
ceased to furnish supplies?
By helping him when he needed it, BC
earned loyalty that no amount of money could
buy. BC recognized an elementary business
principle: If you expect the other guy to care
about you, show that you care about him.
The way you pay your bills says something
about the kind of person you are. You'll always
get abetter shake if you pay the same day you
get the bill. tei

Harvey Mackay, CEO of Mackay Envelope Corporation, may be reached by E-mail at harvey@mackay.com.
This article is excerpted from his book Swim With the Sharks.
To subscribe, call 1-800410-5771
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We get into all your

ot Imps
...that's the difference.
Why have country stations like KIIM-Tucson, KZSN-Wichita and WIVK-Knoxville
hit the # 1 or # 2 spot with 25-54 Adults* in their markets? How about AC stations
like KESZ-Phoenix and WBEB-Philadelphia? Classic rockers like KKFM-Colorado
Springs and WKRR-Greensboro? Or oldies stations like WKQL-Jacksonville and
KKSN-Portland? Even CHRs like KKMG-Colorado Springs?
Lots of reasons...but one of them is that they're reaching listeners throughout
all their Hot Zips using our Interactive Music Tests. They couldn't do that the
old way, because auditorium tests pull people from a close radius of the hotel
where the test is held... not throughout the entire metro the way Arbitron surveys
listeners.
If you're in an Arbitron-rated market, Interactive testing is a great edge over the
competition. That's why Music-Tec has grown to be the number one music testing
company in America.
It's easy to move up to Music-Tec's Interactive testing. There's nothing new to learn,
except what kind of ratings performance you're truly capable of.

Music-Tot
Interactive
Music-Tee" (Music Technologies, LLC) is now America's Number One Music Testing Company.
Telephone 719.579.9555 or eMail VP/GM Mike Maloney at mike_maloney@musictec.com.
*All rank references are from Fall 1998 Arbitron Surveys, 25-54 Adults, Mon-Sun, 6AM-MID.
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THE WIZARD OF ADS

You Must be Present to Win:
Writing for the Here and Now

A

ndy Carroll walks thu
sidewalk of the strip in
Las Vegas, never noticing what surrounds him.
Bathed in unthinkable watts
of neon splendor, casinos rise

ROY H. WILLIAMS

from the earth like palaces in
adream. People walk past him
dressed like royalty in the night. Andy Carroll looks at his watch and yawns.
Hoping to find something to eat, he
walks into acasino and spies an obscure little sign that says, " You must be present to

Are your
listeners
walking
barefoot
because you
bore the socks
off them?
Roy's new book, The
Wizard of Ads, is available in bookstores nationwide and is rapidly
climbing the charts to
become the best-selling business book in
America. Foreign publishers are now
bidding for the rights to publish The
Wizard of Ads in all foreign languages,
including Chinese! Best of all, this
book is pro Rodio!

1111) ilatd
Orgd,
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win." Frozen, Andy points to the sign and
announces to the room, "That's one of the
most poetic things I've ever read in my life."
The Power of the Present
Andy Larroll is aRadio writer learning
to live in the now. He knows that " being present" is the key to winning in far more ways
than one. Andy is winning friends everywhere
due to his ability to " be present" when listening to others. He's making people feel
good by giving them his undivided attention.
As awriter, Andy has also discovered
that using verbs in the present tense is the
key to winning the attention of the public in
an " over- communicated" society. As aresult,
Andy now writes in the present tense and
puts his listeners " on the scene."
Songwriters and poets often do this

instinctively: "Tall and tan and young and
lovely, the girl from Ipanema goes walking, and
when she passes, eac .
.-1 one she passes goes aa - a- h..." (
The Girlfrom Ipanema, Norman Gimbel)
"Whose woods these are Ithink Iknow.
His house is in the village, though ; He will
not see me stopping here to watch his woods
fill up with snow." ( Stopping By Woods On A
Snowy Evening, Robert Frost)
"I am running" ( present tense) conjures
an image far more powerful than " Iwill run"
(future tense) or " Ihave run" ( past tense).
Present- tense verbs also gain power from the

fact that they are used so rarely. The human
mind takes delight in the unexpected.
The Art of Audacity
Joe Romano and Istep into afine Italian restaurant called " Onofrio's" and see a
sign displayed prominently in the lobby:
"This restaurant is highly recommended by
the owner." Audacity is another literary tool
which leverages the power of the unexpected. Audacious statements have far more impact than those which are " predictable."
Are you doing only what is predictable?
Are you writing and speaking in the past
and future tense?
Are you avoiding audacity for fear that
someone might be offended?
Are your listeners walking barefoot because you bore the socks off them? mi

Roy H. Williams is President of Roy H. Williams Marketing, Inc.
He may be reached at 512-2 95-5 700 or by E-mail at roy@rhw.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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dunt, dunt, dunt, dunt..."
Theme from Jaw

Just aÈcl music and perceptions are altered. Emotions are heightened.
And, most importantly,

your revenues are boosted. That's because nothing else has music's power to make your promos hit home, enhance
your station's identity and increase your market share. Put the power of music to work for
your business, and you'll see the picture change in the best possible way.

B

For the power of music.s.

BMI operates as anot for profit organization of songwriters and music publishers that licenses songs for public use.
Your BMI license fees are distributed to songwriters, composers and music publishers to support the craft of songwriting.
"Summer Breo" by Jim Seals and Dash Crofts.© 1912 Sege Music, Faizilu Publishing and Duchess Music Corp. (BM') "Jaws" Writer: John T. Williams. Publisher: MCA Duchess Music Corp. Used by permission. All rights reserved.

MANAGEMENT

Exterminate the Y2K Bug
From Your Station.

Here Is Your
Bug Swatter.

ere's been alot of talk about
the Y2K bug, and you're
probably feeling abit of stress
over it. Here is some useful information about what amanager should do about Y2K.
Understand the problem.
The over-simplified explanation
is that, until recently, to save space, programmers
have referred to dates with two numbers instead
of four. The year 1995 is abbreviated to 95.
The concern is what happens after midnight
Dec. 31, 1999. Does the computer read 00 as 2000
or 1900? In the first case, everything is fine. In the
latter, you have aproblem. Will this affect you?
According to Y2K utility vendor Greenwich Mean Time, 93 percent of PC BIOS built
before 1996 and 11 percent of those built in
1998 will not be able to switch from 1999 to

SCOTT FROTHINGHAM

A

Go to the

year 2000 page
of your hardware manufacturer's
Website to
find out if the make and
model PC that you have is Y2Kcompliant.
• If you've been avoiding upgrading to the latest software, now's
the time to do it, as most of the
current versions are Y2Kcompliant.
• Get on the phone with your custom applications software suppliers and question them about
their products' Y2K compliance.

Hardware
For hardware, aquick, easy and inexpensive first step is to go to the year 2000 page of
your hardware manufacturer's Website ( e.g.,
www.hp.com/year2000/index.html) to find out
il the make and model PC that you have is Y2Kcompliant. There you will find out if your hardware is Y2K bug- free, or what you must do to
make your hardware compliant.
"Off-the-Shelf" Software
As for "off- the- shelf" software, if you've
been avoiding upgrading to the latest version,
now's the time to do it, as most of the current
versions are Y2K-compliant. You might run into
aminor glitch or two, but nothing serious. The

side sources ( or run them

biggest problem you'll find is in the manner in
which you've been entering data. Have you been

through asoftware compliance

entering years as two digits or four ( 98 vs. 1998)?

checker like Check 2000 PC

If necessary, go back and update your data,
especially in spreadsheet, database and finan-

• Screen all data files from out-

Deluxe) before you import them
into software you have made
Y2K-compliant.
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2000 properly. Since Radio stations are PCintensive, you could have trouble on your hands.
You have four areas to address: hardware,
"off- the- shelf" software (e.g., Microsoft Excel),
custom applications software (e.g., Columbine)
and shared data (e.g., importing music research
from your program consultant into your spreadsheet program).

-ka
cial software. To test hardware and software
Y2K compliance, you might consider buying a
utility program like Check 2000 PC deluxe
(about $60). This will tell you what problems
you have or don't have, and offer solutions to
many of the problems it finds.
Custom Applications Software
Regarding the custom applications software running at your station, get on the phone
with your suppliers ( traffic/billing software vendor, digital audio/studio software vendor etc.)
and question them about their products' Y2K
compliance. Get detailed answers in writing. If
you want to be doubly safe, re- install the program on an isolated computer and run some
tests using data with year 2000 dates.
Shared Data
Finally, watch out for shared data. Screen
all data files ( or run them through asoftware
compliance checker like Check 2000 PC Deluxe)
from outside sources before you import them
into software you have made Y2K-compliant.
Website Information
For the on-line inclined, here are some
Websites that offer useful information about
identifying and dealing with Y2K problems:
• Microsoft Year 2000 Resource Center:
www.microsoft.com/technet/year2k
• Y2K News Magazine:
www.y2knews.com
• The Year 2000 Information Center:
www.year2000.com
Now you're protected from the Y2K bug,
right? Inside, perhaps, but what about outside
the walls of your studios and offices? Are your
clients and suppliers going through the same
steps you are? Qi

Scott Frothingham is aspeaker and trainer. He may be reached at
at Scott@RadioManagement.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

703-893-3635

or by E-mail
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GIFF ON SALES

How do Your Salespeople Rate?

Sizing Up Strengths ... and Weaknesses

T

oo often, SMs get so caught up in the day-to-day chaos of running asales
staff, that they lose perspective on what type of sales staff they're running in
the first place. It's the "can't see the forest for the trees" syndrome.
See if this exercise can help you size up your sales staff more accurately.

DAVE " GIFF" GIFFORD

Rank your salespeople
according to the following
categories:

Superstars:
c
)/

Stars:

management skills?

Which salespeople fail to make enough presentations?

Which salespeople fail to make enough firsttime-ever calls?

Future Stars:

Which salespeople have you done the poorest
job in managing?

Fading Stars:
Uncommitted Stars:

Which salespeople offer the most management
potential?

High Producers:
Mid Producers:

Rank your salespeople in the order in which
you would re-hire them:

Low Producers:

2

Falling Salespeople:

3

UFOs ( New Salespeople):

4
5
6

Where are the holes in your sales staff?

7
8
9

Which salespeople complain most about their
monthly targets?

Which salespeople fail to hit their monthly
targets too often?

10

Which of the salespeople on this list are you
considering firing?

What conclusions have you drawn upon completing this exercise?

Who are the most difficult to manage because
of their attitudes?

Who are the laziest?
Who has the poorest organization and time-

Very revealing, isn't it? à

Dave Gifford is President of Dave Gifford International
and Founder of The Graduate School for Sales Management. He may be reached at soo-TALK-GIF.
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To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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INTERNET

How the Music
Industry
Ended: MP 3

T

A MP3 is

anew

audio file format
that lets users
create and play
nearly CDquality sound
from files that are
small enough to download
easily from the Internet.
• To play MP3 files, you'll need
to get aspecial MP3 player.
• It is legal to own, play and
even create MP3 files. The illegalities start when those files
are distributed without approval of the copyright holder.
• It's important to make sure
that you and your staff are familiar with this emerging Internet music technology.

Ihe Internet is
famous
for
acronyms, such
as ISP and WWW. But,
there is anew one worth
notice: MP3. .
MP3 is anew audio file
BILL TROY
format that lets users create
and play nearly CD- quality sound from files
that are small enough to download easily from
the Internet.
This, in itself, wouldn't be particularly exciting, except for two features that make MP3
files all the rage on the Web:
•First, it's easy to create MP3 files from an
existing CD if you have acomputer with agood
CD-ROM.
•Second, the files are small enough (about
1MB per minute of audio) that you can send
or download an entire CD-quality song in MP3
format in only acouple of minutes.
To play MP3 files, you'll need to get a
special MP3 player. Real Networks' customer
services claims that their Real Player will be updated to play MP3 files " in the near future." For
now, they cannot play MP3s.
The most popular software option that will
allow you to play MP3 files on your multimedia PC is called WinAmp. You can find free
copies of it and other software players online
at http://www.MP3.com/software/players.html
Or, you can get an actual Walkman- like
player that comes with headphones so you can
take your MP3 files with you. The most popular of these "hardware" players is the Rio PMP
300, manufactured by Diamond Multimedia.
It's called the Diamond Rio for short.
Are MP3s legal? It is legal to own, play
and even create MP3 files. The illegalities
start when those files are distributed without
approval of the copyright holder. The temptation with MP3 files is so great because they
are easy to create and distribute, and they are
so readily available on the Internet.
For example, Iwent to the popular
search engine Lycos, which has aseparate
search engine for finding MP3 files.

A
search
at
http:// mp3.1ycos.com for the
'70s hit More Than A Feeling by Boston
turned up well over 100 places on the Web
where Icould download that song for free
in MP3 format.
I'm pretty sure that all 100+ sites were not
operated by Epic records, so if Ihad downloaded that song and played it, the site that
provided it — and I — would've been engaging in copyright infringement. Ididn't do it,
but thousands of people are doing it every day.
This is aserious threat to the current system of music distribution. Record companies
are scrambling to figure out how to deal with
the growing popularity of the MP3 format
and still maintain control of their intellectual property. According to apress release
posted on the Website for the Recording Industry Association of America ( RIAA), RIAA
is taking atough stance to " continue its aggressive search for, and enforcement against,
illegal MP3 files" ( http://www.riaa.com).
The long-term implications of this new
audio format are still to be seen. One thing
seems certain, however: MP3 files will continue to grow in importance in the short run.
At the least, they will be an important
new part of the distribution of music and
other audio entertainment over the Internet. At most, they could change the entire music industry. In either case, it's
important to make sure that you and your
staff are familiar with this emerging Internet music technology.

e

Bill Troy is President of RadioResearch.Com.
He may be reached at s88-824-9768 or by E-mail at bill@radioresearch.com
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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"Tom, we bought another
radio station last night."

Intraplex
STL PLUS

Wondering how to handle growth? More groups have
placed their trust in Intraplex than any other digital
transmission solution.
The Intraplex STL PLUS T1 multiplexer transmits program

Harris NAB Booths:

audio for STLs, TSLs and intercity links, data for remote

TV Hall - L16719

control, automation, and LANs and voice for offpremise

Radio Hall - L12853
Outdoor - OD350

extensions and intercom. Consolidate program audio,
data and phones over one high quality digital line, with

next level solutions

WIRELESS

STL and TSL at any distance over any terrain. Even better,
BROADCAST

you'll be ready to handle the next station. And the next.
COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

RRIS
1-877-468-7275 • www.harris.com/communications

Communications

HE AIN'T
HEAVY,
HE'S OUR
BROTHER

\NI

This family has been in the Radio business since 1956,
a43- year family tradition. They began broadcasting during aperiod when the
AM frequency was the hot medium. Today, the four sons of Jerome Zimmer run
acompany with 30 stations in eight markets and more than 200 employees. They
discuss how to successfully operate small- market stations and cover the
national issues that affect their operation.

20

22

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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FAMILY TIES
How did the Zimmers get started in Radio?
John: Our father, Jerome Zimmer,
started the company in 1956 with KDEXAM in Dexter, Missouri. This market had
approximately 5,000 people. For the following 10 years, he struggled to provide a
living for six boys. Like most early broadcasters in those days, he went through a
lot of trials and tribulations.
It wasn't until 1966 that he acquired
KZYM-AM in Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
This was a larger market. He started
building upon what he had learned in the
first 10 years.
There were no FMs at that time.
He and apartner built the whole facility by

hand: studio, transmitting plant
working at the station fullKDEX-AM
and the tower. During the weektime. You name it and Idid
KDEX Dexter, Mo.,
end, in the mud and gumbo,
it. I emptied trashcans,
went on-air in 1956
they laid the ground wire on the
wrote copy, did traffic, was
after Zimmer received
tower themselves.
the frequency from
a part-time announcer.
the FCC. It was sold
How did the four of you choose to
Then, Igot into sales.
in 1968 for $ 125,000.
join your Dad's business?
Don:
When
Dad
Jerry: We grew up in this
started the Radio station in
business. We watched our father in this Dexter, he would go up Main Street in
business, and we really love it. We
the mornings making sales calls. By
enjoy working together. That's a real
noon, he was pretty well done calling on
big part of it.
all the Main Street businesses. So in the
I'm the oldest brother. Igot out of afternoon, he'd go right back down the
the Army in 1972 and was attending colsame street and can on the same people
lege and working at KZYM part-time.
to try and get them to advertise.
During 1972, my father had the opportuIgot out of coilege in 1979 with an
nity to buy out his partner, and Ibegan
electrical engineering degree and worked

You're probably not charging enough for your product. By far,
Radio has to be the most undervalued advertising investment
in the world. Our goal is to change that. — John Zimmer

much more customer- focused,
market approach to
the business.
James:
Something else that
has differentiated us
from others in the
market is the sound
of our stations. They
have always had a
large-market sound
in
small- market
towns. While other
small- market stations may be all over
the road with their
programming, we've
always adhered to
broadcasting good
Sales. James is responsible for operations sound.
We also put a
and human resources, which includes prolot
of
training into
gramming. We stay in touch daily and
our
people.
Our
probably get together once aweek.
markets
have
responded positively to
What about your Dad?
these things.
Don: He comes into work every
What's alarge-market sound?
morning, visits with us and does some readJames: Not too long ago, you could
ing. He spends about half his day at work.
hear alot of commercials in small markets.
He still enjoys going to the market with us
and seeing what we're doing. His focus is We were probably one of the first to limit
inventory in markets of our size.
probably more on our growth and accomAre all your stations live?
plishments, as well as giving us advice.
James: We have amixture, but for the
most part, we are live. We don't use any
FORMULA FOR SUCCESS
satellite services. If we automate, it is
What makes Zimmer successful in smaller
through some computer-aided automation
markets?
Don: Our mair objective is to get system where we may voice- track adaypart or an overnight
results for clients. Instead of going out and
Do you think this is the best way to serve the
selling Radio, we tr,rto identify our cuscommunity?
tomers' or advertisers' problems. We try to
James: Yes. It is what will differentiate
find solutions to help them meet their
us from the satellite providers, satellite
goals and objectives.
Radio or whatever else might be out there
We really try to take a marketing
approach to the business. The role of on the horizon.
How do you motivate employees to stay in
thumb for our people is that they should
small markets?
spend 80 percent of their time talking
John: Today, there is as much opporabout acustomers business and only 20
tunity to move up in the small
percent talking about the Radio
markets, at least on the sales
Our People
business or our stations.
side,
as there is in larger marThis is one a-ea where conThe Zimmer
kets. Also, there's probably
solidation has helped, specifiBroadcast Group
more job satisfaction in smallnow employs more
cally for owners in smaller marmarket Radio because you can
than 200 employkets. Instead of so many owners
ees and has 30
see your clients be successful.
going out and trying to sell
Radio stations in
We also provide training to
Radio, the better operators, the
our people, training which is
ones who are left, have taken a eight markets.

for Proctor & Gamble for five years. I
joined the family business, mostly the
communication businesses, in the mid'80s. Istarted in Radio in the mid-'90s.
John: Icame to KZYM as asales representative after Igraduated from college
in 1980.
James: I
joined the family business in
1985. Ijumped into the Radio division in
1988. From 1985 to 1988, Iworked in the
paging, answering service and long-distance side of our business.
How is the company set up?
John: We don't have any titles nailed
down. We all kind of wear the same hats
but work in separate areas. If we had to narrow it down, Iwould say that Jerry would
be our CEO. Don would be our COO,
because all the GMs report to him on their
day-to-day operations. Iwould be VP of
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probably nonexistent in other companies.
Although, tdo think lots of companies are
getting better at this. We have been big
believers in training over the years. Ithink
that our people appreciate these qualities.
What type of training do your employees get?
John: We attend state association
meetings and the annual RAB convention.
We also have astrong in-house training
program. At the end of 1998, we held a
planning session with Chris Lytle for 25 of
our managers. We discussed where we are
heading. We access a lot of different
resources for training.
Why don't big- market stations do
as much training?
John: It just might be short-term
thinking. They're looking toward the
quarterly reports they have to provide to
Wall Street, so training might be considered an expense item.
Our approach is very long-term. We
look at training as amajor investment, to
help our customers and to grow our people.
Our long-term approach — versus the
short-term approach of some of the larger
companies — would be the big reason why
you don't see their commitment to training.
We want to be here, providing great
services to our communities and to our
advertisers for the next 50 years. We want
to take this great foundation our 24

23

The Zimmer Group
father has laid down for us and continue to
grow
How do you train your on-air staff?
James: It's achallenge. On the sales
side, there are so many vendors who are
willing to come in and train your staff.
However, this doesn't really exist on the
product side.
We've tried to meet with our program
and office managers on aquarterly and
annual basis to address challenges and

they only have one revenue stream, advertising. Yet, it seems like the whole advertising world continually changes, with
more people going after the ad pie.
Iworry about the survival of smallmarket Radio with so many changes in the
advertising world and in retail. Then, there
is some judge sitting around saying that we
have amonopoly.
Don: This is especially significant in
small-market Radio when the government
tries to see whether or not you have a40-

cable TV, the local newspaper and the
local TV. So how can the government say
thats because someone has 40 percent of
the Radio revenue, they have amonopoly?
They've allowed consolidation in
large markets, like St. Louis and New York
City, where 30 percent of their revenue
might be $40 to 60 million. In the smaller
markets, the same percentage of revenue
might be afew hundred thousand dollars.
It's apples and oranges.
I've heard some people in the govern-

One thing that bothers me is that the regulations try to handcuff Radio
but not the other industries against which we compete. — John Zimmer
concerns. We want to be sure that they arc
focused and that the stations are on target.
It's on-the-job training. We share our
problems and challenges, while we try to
figure out how to build abetter widget.

percent share or 40 percent of the revenue
Believe me, in some of the smaller markets,
if you have 70 to 80 percent of the revenue, it still might be barely enough to
operate agood station, or stations, and do
agood job serving the community.
REGULATORY CONCERNS
Before consolidation, so many owners
Zimmer has been in the business for such a
had such financial challenges that they
long time. What do you think about the
were never able to do any community serchanges you've seen over the years?
vice. They were barely able to stay on the
Jerry: Now, with consolidation, Radio air. Consolidation in the smaller markets
seems like it is getting better, especially
has given us some ability to do abetter job
because people are becoming more serious serving the community.
about Radio as an industry. Over the years,
Jerry: For instance, we had one staIthink we've had alot of people get into
tion in the Marion Carbondale market.
our industry for the wrong reasons, like to
During the last couple of years, we bought
make afast buck.
five more. All of them were losing money.
Today, it seems like we have some
We put them all under one roof. Before,
good, responsible broadcasters leading a they hardly provided any services to the
lot of the bigger companies. The industry community. Now, we have weather and
can grow and flourish with good leadernews resources that we can all share.
ship by what we call "Capital BbroadcastDon: All of this is true in Southern
ers" — people who really love the Radio
Illinois, in particular. Last year, we did the
business
St. Jude's Telethon and raised almost
What troubles you most about Radio now?
$175,000 in alittle more than one day.
John: Idont understand how the
Without all of the stations working
Department of Justice can say that Radio has
together, this could not have been done. It
amonopoly when we have approximately 7 wouldn't have worked if the stations were
percent of the advertising pie. I'm still trying split up with smaller audiences, and ownto understand this. One thing that bothers ers who were struggling.
me is that the regulations try to handcuff
As for consolidation in smaller marRadio but not the other industries against kets, there is just acertain amount of revwhich we compete. Newspaper is not reguenue. We compete in smaller markets by
lated, and they have multiple revenue
getting people to invest in advertising,
streams with subscriptions and advertising.
period. Sometimes, this is challenging.
Broadcasters get crapped on because
Certainly, we compete against billboards,
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ment say that they should use a30-, 40- or
50- percent benchmark. This is ludicrous
when you try to apply it to cities like
Poplar Bluff or le I
I
crson City.
In effect, the regulations prevent you from
purchasing more stations ii ne market;
is that right?
James: Yes. The government was tossing around the 40- percent audience share
as atrigger, as if that might be too great a
concentration. In Poplar Bluff, we could
have one Country music Radio station
which exceeds that share level. Therefore,
we would be prevented from buying any
more stations because that one station is so
dominant. You might not be able to
achieve that kind of share in acity like
New York, but in small- market America,
it's not hard to do with one Radio station.
What happens to the other six or
seven stations that aren't serving the community? There might be some broadcaster
with asatellite service who lives 2,000 miles
away and offers no weather, nothing. Is this
good for the community? Yet, local people
can't buy the station because they own one
station that exceeds some arbitrary share.
As far as small markets go, this whole
thing doesn't make sense to us. The government has also talked about the crossownership of TV and Radio in markets of
more than 400,000. Markets under that size
are penalized. We don't understand.
Don: You would think that there
would be more rules in place to help the
smaller markets, not hinder us.
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Is There...

Family
Portrait

(Clokriso from top eft)

Don, Jerry, James, Jerome, John

What can be done?
Don: All we can do is keep spreading the word. When we see FCC people
at the state conventions, we do our best
to give them our opinions on the state of
the business and what needs to be done
in smaller markets.

MICRO- RADIO BLUES
What else affects your ability to succeed?
John: The micrc-Radio issue.
Supposedly, New York can get only one
micro- Radio station, and Los Angeles
can get only two. However, towns like
we have here, with only 30,000 people,
might get six. This is crazy.
Don: The government tries to tell
us that they need more Radio stations for
diversification and to allow more voices
on the air. All of these voices are going
to be out here in fly over country where
there isn't anybody. Then, on the East
and West Coasts, where two-thirds of
the population live, there won't be many.
John: The whole micro- Radio issue
is going to be another blow to the smallmarket broadcaster in America.
What if the stations are not commercial? Is
that okay?

RADIO INK — MARCH 29, r
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All: Not if they interfere
Don: If we trash up the band, like
what happened to AM years ago, it is
going to be detrimental to all of Radio.
James: I've seen some of the commissioners' statements on the diversity of
voices. They presume that it already
exists. Then, by having more owners,
they believe that there would be more
diversity. If this means that they believe
there would be more news and service to
the community, Iwould have to challenge that.
In the small market environment,
we've seen so many satellite broadcasters. There was nothing local for them to
put on the air. They couldn't afford it.
The dollars weren't there in the market
to support it.
When the commissioners say that
they are concerned about the diversity of
voices, Iwould have to question how
much they thought it already existed in
the small markets. Idon't think there was
alot.
We've always tried to hyper-serve
our communities. This was the way our
father taught us, and we believe that's
good broadcasting. We've spe- 26
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Life After

Yes! — Put your Radio
career to work at Radio Ink.
• Do you want to stay in the
Radio business — but just not
work in Radio?
• Do you want to put your years
of Radio experience to use?
• Have you purchased items for
your Radio stations?
• Do you enjoy selling?
• Do you want to help build clients'
business through advertising?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions then Radio Ink wants to
talk to you. We have openings in our
sales department. You would work
with suppliers and vendors to the
Radio industry.
If you want the best job in Radio
— without being in Radio — call
Jim Lobaito, Director of Sates, at

800-610-5771.
RADIO INK IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
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cialized in turn-around operations and
haven't seen alot of that in our market.

er market, get stronger and focus
on growing the market we were

THE NEXT GENERATION

in at the time
Have the big guys tried to pur-

What are Zimmer's plans for the future?

chase Zimmer?

Don: We would like to continue

growing our company. At least within the
next couple years, we would like to look
for opportunities in the Midwest.

John: Idon't think that too
many of them want to be in the
smaller markets. They haven't

Small Market
All the stations
owned by The Zimmers are in markets
204 and higher, including Marion,
Carbondale, Joplin
and Columbia.

been knocking.

Why did you get out of St. Louis?

Will you continue to focus on small markets?

Don: With deregulation and the
Telecom Act in 1996, we were about the
only privately held company left in St.
Louis. All the public companies were looking to expand. Plus, their access to capital
was probably better than ours. It seemed
like agood strategy to get out of the larg-

Don: We will be in about the same
size markets that we're in today.
James: We will go into any market. As
long as it makes good business sense, we'll
look at it. Right now, we've specialized in
small markets and are comfortable in the
smaller market.

11311 7ÀYI
If anybody hears of
any good deals out there,
let us know.
What can other small- market
broadcasters learn from the
Ziminers?

John: From the sales
perspective, do abetter job
of helping your customers.
You're probably not charging enough
for your product. By far, Radio has to be the
most undervalued advertising investment in
the world. Our goal is to change that
Are there younger Ziirmers waiting in the
wings?
John: We have agroup of 10-year-

olds out there.

EZI

The rule of thumb for our people is that they should spend 80
percent of their time talking about acustomer's business and
only 20 percent talking about the Radio business. — Don Zimmef
ROSS :
1(«1 : I OF WICHIO
ELIZABETHTOWN, KY IS
A HAPPY MAN!
You would be happy too iyour station just added $160,000
Here's what happened.
The sales staff at WKMO convinced 20 Elizabethtom nbusiness
decision-makers to spend one hour in aconference room at Ross
Becker's station. Each meeting included an account executive, a
business decision-maker and aRadio Concepts, USA representative.
.1;

Some things were said that needed to be said. Information
was shared. As aresult, 17 annual contracts were signed, totaling
$160,000! That's alot of inventory at $ 13.50 per unit!
Believe it or not, Ross did it with the help of ajingle company.
All of those businesses are now using musical imaging from Radio
Concepts, USA.
Ross will be happy to share the story with you. Call him at 502-769-

1400 and you'll understand why you should reserve aconference room in

our market.

adío Concepts, US
Our First Focus is Radio Sales
:800-950-5787
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"If asong plays on the radio and nobody hears it...did it really play?"
Guglieino Marconi, 1901

Who hears the hits...
and how often?
Combine Selector rotations with ARBITRON ratings...
...check out every daypart & demo using SelectorREACH!
"Song, artist and category
turnover is critical at every

"It is only with the recent
release of SelectorREACH that

station, and SelectorREACH
is agreat new tool to help

aprogramming tool specifically
geared toward aprogrammer's

maximize rotations!"

needs has been seen. To com-

Jim Richards, Partner,
Vallie-Richards Consulting

pute asong's performance, you
can get out acalculator, or you

"How many Pl listeners hear
specific artists, songs or categories? By using
SelectorREACH to match
music schedules with ARBITRON listening estimates, you
can answer these questions
for the first time!"

can get SelectorREACH."
Jim Kerr, Alternative Editor,

Pierre Bou yard, GM,
Arbitron Radio

Radio & Records, January 8, 1999

Yes!

J

Send more info on SelectorREACH fast.

Name:

Title:

Address:

City:

Phone:

Fax:

immum
suiiresia
ma Ism Imam'

um mum

Radio Computing Services, Inc.
Tel: (914) 428-4600
Fax (914) 428-5922
E-mail: info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com

Radio Ink

Actual Call Letters:
State:

Zip:
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THE MUSIC SCHEDULING SYSTEM

Sure, you've got research...

Now,

WHAT'S YOUR

STRATEGY?
You've done perceptual research and it's fine...but is there still agap between where you are and
where you want to be? Can we share something with you?
Over the past 20 years, we've been privy to the intimate details of hundreds of radio battles. In many cases,
we've witnessed tremendous victories; in others, disappointing failures. In nearly every instance, both the
winners and the losers had someone do perceptual research for them. So, what made the difference? The
winners almost always had three things in common:
•They created asmart strategy that took advantage of an opportunity.
•They allocated the resources necessary to implement that strategy.
•They stayed with the strategy (updating and revising their tactics as battle conditions changed) until the
goal was achieved.
That's why, at Moyes Research Associates, we specialize in just two things:

1

Advanced perceptual studies that
we custom-design and conduct for
each station; and

2

The application of our 7STEP SMART'"SYSTEM...
asystem that's asure path to atruly smart strategy for
every client we work with.

Strategic research and guidance is all we do at our company. And we do it for some of the most successful
stations in large markets like Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Tampa, Chicago, Denver, Boston, Detroit, San
Diego, Seattle, San Francisco, Washington and Pittsburgh, and other markets the size of Orlando, Knoxville,
Tucson, Omaha, Columbus, Greensboro, Nashville, Birmingham, Wichita and Spokane.
Before you spend more money on perceptual research, call us. We're not right for every situation, but lees talk
and see if — as partners — we can help get you where you really need to be.

W4,h1
Mike Shepard
Senior VP

Bill Moyes
President

Don Gilmore
Executive VP

Moyes Research Associates
1AMERICA'S
205

LEADING

STRATEGIC ADVISORS

E AST
C HEYENNE
M OUNTAIN
B LVD
C OLORADO
S PRINGS,
CO
80906

719. 5 4 0 . 0 1 0 0

SalesINK
PRACTICAL HANDS-ON SELLING TIPS ANC, IDEAS

Collect the Nontraditional Cash

Oink! Oink! Offlk!
Oink Ink Radio as called for
entries for its second annual " Dead
Radio" contest. Cor testants are
invited to submit their best. neverproduced Radio scr pts.
Oink Ink will produce the
spot, free of charge. The winner
will receive an all-exper se- paid weekend in New York for the production of the spot.
Deadline for entries is April 15. 1999.

NTR PLANNING

Percentage of Revenue
by Platform
60
50

Target Categories
(Plan 6Months in Advance)

111 January

SEPTEMBER
•Baby Safety Month

• December

•National Coupon Month
•Self Improvement Month
•Mexican Independence Day 9/16

40

New Nontraditiona'
Website for Radio

30

\nww.radiontr.com is atrand- new Website that brokers products and items which
Radio stations can give away. Stations can
sell promotions with the procucts and create
NTR revenue.
The site's creator, Roge ,Wilko. says. "We
have alot of corporate clients with software,
(2) www radiontr.cffl books. tickets or trips to
give away — they are just Iiing around. Stations apply and are pre-cualified. In that
process, we find out exact ywhat they need
and don't need.
"When we have items that match what
they need. we send them an E-mail and let
them know that the items are available." In
return, stations provide mentions for the products they use.
• • •• • •
40164 at 310.664 193 or vnit
raffiont•com
MA,

Click Here

Find Radio Internet Websites fast at
www.radiolinks.net ( l'om
Professional
weivcradiolinks.neti Management Services).
Radiolinks.net is categorized and may be
searched. It's also easy tri modify your favorite
Website links. All links are verified weekly for
accuracy.

Quickie Quote:

"Broadcasters
are
salivating over the Chancellor Media shuffle. If Clear
Thannel Communicaticns is
the successful bidder for
that company, there viII be $ 3billion worth
of stations that have to be sold in 15 to 18
markets to satisfy the Department of Justice.
It's intriguing to me. :, onsolidation will continue. and groups wiN be getting bigger."
Larry Wilson, CEO ( At CRS 30)
Citadel Communicat ons
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•Mexican Independence Day
Contact the local Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce for alist of Hispanic
owned or supported companies.
Research famous leaders in your
area, create a :30:30 vignette series
and sell to these companies
(Note: You can do amass mailing
with $250 and $500 modules for
companies to send in their checks).

20
(0

Event/Non-Spot

Manufacturer
Driven

Retailer
Driven

Information provided by BREAKTHROUGH

Recruitment
marketing.

E,1KTI IROlIcl Imarkrbow

ai

For more information, call 425-747-0647.

*Income derived from the division of advertising dollars into sixteen different methods of procurement. Revenue may be included in more than one Revenue Platform

Interep Picks
Sales Categories
to Watch
in Radio

Proctor & Gamble Moves its
Money to the Net

According to Internet Business, Proctor &
Gamble predicts that the company will spend 80
percent of its advertising budget on digital media
during the next five years. At P&G's current ad
spending level, that would translate into $2.4
billion. In 1998, the company spent $ 12 million.

Top 10 Revenue-Generating
Radio Stations of 1998

According to Interep, the following 10 categories will increase ad spending in 1999. Radio
salespeople should keep their eyes on:
• Financial Services
• Telecommunications
• Government and Organizations
• Computers and Software

60
50

in millions
KY. = NarkttNY
II= Angeks

55.1

45.6

45.4
39.2

40

38 .3

37.1

36.9

36.4

351

143

30

• Office Machines, Furniture and Supplies
• Business and Technology

20

• Medicine and Remedies
• Local Services and Amusements
• Retail
• Direct Response

To subscribe, call 1-800-6103771
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What You Don't Know...
Makes You Work Harder.
by Chris Lytle, CSP

T

)day, too many of Radio's new managers are under- trained and overwhelmed. This is the result of the four
stages of learning anew skill:
Stage 1: You don't know that you
don't know.
Stage 2: You know that you don't
know.
Stage 3: You know that you know.
Stage 4: You forget that you know
and just do it.
If you're amanager, you'll recognize
that people in Stage 2 (
they know they
don't know) are the easiest to train because they know that they need help.
Then, at Stage 3, they have the seasoning and confidence that can only be
gained from experience.

That's when they forget that
they know and just do it.
The skills have become such
apart of them that they are
no longer consciously aware
of applying those skills.
They open their mouths,
the right words pop out, and
the sales ( or ratings increases) just happen.
At that point, someone
at corporate notices those
great ratings ( or sales). A
salesperson will get acall or
maybe even apersonal visit
from a "regional manager." The manager says, "You're doing so well that we want

The flattered salesperson says, "Yes,'
proving ( again) that recognition is more
to make you PD or LSM and have you
motivating than money. That person has
At some point, they move to Stage 4.
teach others on the staff what you know"
just moved from Stage 4in sales ( or programming) to Stage 1in management.
One thing that consolidation hasn't
changed is the assumption that the person who knows how to do it can teach
others to do it just like her/him. As aresult, Radii has people — who have forgotten what they know — training people
who don't know that they don't know.
The trap into which Radio's invisible managers have fallen is doing things
for their people instead of developing the
people. That's why many new managers
fantasize about the good old days, when
they were responsible only for themselves.
If you succeed in getting some management training and become agreat SM,
When it C01118S to collecting past-due media receivables, one
watch out. Some corporate type from a
clumsy move could shatter asolid business relationship. There's
no substitute for the sure touch of aspecialist.
consolidated group will ask if you'd like to
Szabo Associates is the only collection firm specializing exclusively
become amarket manager. As part of your
in media collections. We understand the complex, sometimes fragile nature
negotiations, try to get them to throw in
of media agreements. We know when to apply pressure, and when to negotiate.
some higher level management training.
Since 1971, we have helped more than 3,600 clients achieve faster, more
Be ready to start again at Stage 1 tU
substantial settlements in every medium imaginable. Let us help you. Send us
Chris Lytle conducts The
details of apast-due account, or for more information, call us or visit our
Leadership Institute quarterly
website at www.szabo.com now. Because in abusiness as tough as yours,
with Norm Goldsmith and
you need adifferent breed of collection service.
Ken Grean000d. He may be
reached at 1-800-25LYTLE
TEL 404-266-2464
FAX 404-266-2165
or
by E-mail al
EMAIL INFO@SZABO.COM WEBSITE WWW.SZABO.COM
CLytleSP@aol.cont

Just How
Sensitive Are Your
Media Collections?

szabo

30
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Hey Penny Pinchers!
This Motivational Technique is Not for You.
by Sean Luce

• "Your two-day trip in January of
1998 made ahuge difference in
the productivity of my sales

0

ne of the most anticipated
events in Las Angeles is
the Academy Awards,
________which honor Hollywood's
most elite performers. The
most anticipated event last
year at our St. Louis station was the Star
Awards Banquet, which honors the station's
hest performers from the previous year. You might ask,
'What does this have to do
with
generating
money for the Radio station?"
Surveys have shown
that every year, 25 percent of the top performers leave their organizations
because of alack of recognition. It
makes sense. If you take care of your
people, your people will take care of
your customers.
If you're a manager looking to
boost your station's productivity, you
might want to try this unorthodox strategy for increasing your station's bottom line and motivating everyone on
the staff, from the receptionist to the
overnight jock.
The mantra at our station is, " Focus
Follows Fun." Ihas ealways managed
according to the dictum that if you
make the first-quarter budget, you make
the year. Then, you must set the pace.
Our awards banquet began with
30 " extras" lining the entrance to the
ballroom at the Adam's Mark Hotel.
They carried flash cameras and
notepads. As our people entered, the
"extras" took pictures and asked the
staff to sign autographs.
The ballroom was complete with
two full-blown spotlights set on platforms in the back of the room. Everyone
was greeted at the $ 100- a- plate dinner
and received aprogram for the night.
The event started with aperformance by acomedian. Then our staff
members, dressed in lavish Hollywood

1

Read This!
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attire, put on their
own stage show. We
hired an outside emcee and two women
to present the awards on stage. The presenters
were
dressed in formal
wear ( we traded
for the tuxedos).
Similar to the Aca emy Awards, a
large screen with aprojector replayed
the video highlights of the year. On
the stage sat two fulllength
Academy
Award statues. The
ambiance of the
ballroom was as
close to the real Academy Awards as you could imagine.
Think of all the money we spend
on marketing and promotions, and how
little we invest in our people. We put
more than $ 10,000 into the event. It was
the best $ 10,000 we invested in 1998.
The department heads presented
more than 10 awards that night. The
banquet set the tone for the entire year,
propelling us to sales records. To this
day, the staff still talks about it.
What about the people who didn't receive an award? How hard do you
think they will work to be up on that
stage next year? There is also the added
pressure of knowing that their significant other will be in attendance.
Was the cost out of line? The investment paid dividends by 10 over the
course of the year. It's never too late to
reward your people for an outstanding
year. Plan your own Academy Awards,
and let your people know how much
you care about them. Éei
Sean Luce is the Head
National Instructor for the
Luce Pedonnance Group. He
may be reached at 888-369/345 or by E-mail at
LuceSe@AOL.Com
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staff. Our Power Ratio is up 10
percentage points, revenue is up
21% ($210,000 over budget and
$753,000 over last year) and our
cash flow has TRIPLED!"
— Andrew Powaski, Director of Sales,
WDBRIWOOUWTAX/WVAXIWYMG/WYXY,
Springfield, IL

est
• "Because of you, we TRIPLED
sales in 1998 and have increased
sales over 1997 by 44% as of
October 31, 1998. You have
helped us tremendously."
— Peter Waak, Managing Director
WOW 105.5/Lugna Favoriter 104.7 RTL,
Stockholm, Sweden

Ot Set
• "With your help we have already
exceeded our 1998 sales goal with
four weeks yet to go. Thanks to a
50% increase in billing, our group
has moved from 3rd place to 1st
place in total billing among all
the station groups in the market.
We have, in fact, toppled the once
perennial revenue leader for the
first time in at least 15 years."
— Lawrence VAmaturo, Managing
Partner, KXFX/KFGY/KSRO/KMGG,
Santa Rosa, CA
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1-800TALK-GIF
DAVE GIFFORD INTERNATIONAL

4iiti.GIFFORD
1143 TAOS HWY., SANTA FE, NM 97501
1E100 TALK GIFF • ( 50519139.7007
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Nobody ever had to skip their
for buying a Harris DX transan

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com/communications

vacation
tter.
The scene: abeautiful sunset

patented Digital Amplitude

over abeach while you're

Modulation that practically

carelessly strolling barefoot in

eliminates unscheduled off-air

the sand. You haven't been

time. DX transmitters virtually

this relaxed since you don't

pay for themselves with the

know when.

efficiencies gained.

Then, your cell phone rings.

Given aproven history like this,

It's your chief engineer. You

the only thing you should worry

have to go back to work

about is where to forward all

because your radio station's

your calls while you're on

transmitter went down.

vacation.

That's one more vacation you
won't be getting.
This is why Harris designed its
DX AM transmitter line with

1

next level solutions
WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

RRIS
Communications

Here are three ways Eventide can help:

BOTTO

C

onsolidation brings market efficiencies, but also
big headaches and challenges. It's essential for

management to keep track of multiple stations. And
keeping a legal record of what was said and when
commercials aired is also more important than ever.
Several groups have standardized on Eventide Digital

O.» And. . 11/0 11111

Audio Loggers. Our economical VR204 records up to

earnine

RAMEY

550 hours on atiny palm-sized cassette. VR204 records
•

up to 4channels simultaneously so you can keep tabs

• .•"'.•

• unmoor, mum.. C)

on the competition's spot loads, play lists and talent
while you record your own stations. New!! Now
Eventide loggers let you record/play in Hi Fi for full
"broadcast quality." Ideal for show replays, time zone

LINE

delays, etc.

E

ventide's BD500 Broadcast Delay makes talk
shows run smoother and sound better, for less. The

BD500's multiple dump feature divides
the delay time into several "slices" so
you're still safely in delay even right after
a "dump." It's the hassle-free talk
solution... even when air talent is
working without aproducer. No
other delay offers Eventide's high
quality patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined
with fast catch-up. And it's the
only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new all-

BROA CASTING

digital studios. Yet the BD500 costs thou-

•

./.

sands less than our previous delay unit.

W

oe-.3oL-1

Eventide PRODUCTION ULTRAHARMONIZER i
n_

I KEYS

ant to increase creativity without
adding personnel? Add life to

IN

•

drive-time shows? Win new advertisers with better station- produced spots? An Eventide Ultra- Harmonizer ®
brand effects processor really does all that. Designed
specifically for

radio

and

production,

the

new

DSP4000B Ultra- Harmonizer features radio effects
designed by production whiz Jay Rose. Hundreds of
comic voices, sound effects, reverbs, pitch changers
and more are instantly accessible at the touch of abutton. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb Timesqueeze®

UM

MU

NMI

•

Better managed,
better sounding
radio yields
better results.

time compression/expansion capability. The DSP4000B
has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital
editors and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed
to bring stations more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are
potent tools for today's radio. To learn more, talk to
your broadcast distributor, call Eventide direct at 201641-1200, or see our website, www.eventide.com.

Eventide
t
he next
step

One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 201-641-1200
Email: broadcast@eventide.com

Fax: 201-641-1640

Web: www.eventide.com

MOVERS et SHAKERS

BART CATALANE

seively pursue additional acquisitions in

MARY ALICE TIERNEY

ABC Inc. has promoted

the Southeast.

Mary Alice Tierney has been

Bart Catalane to the new

STEPHEN R. COOK

position of Executive VP
and

named Corporate Affairs

XM Satellite's new Senior

CFO/Broadcasting.

VP of Sales and Marketing

Prior to his promotion,
Catalane was Executive VP and CFO, ABC
Radio. aj

is Stephen R. Cook. Cook
will

be responsible for

building brand equity and
KEN FLOWER

awareness, distribution strategy/develop-

Ken Flower is the new Mar-

ment, product marketing, and driving sub-

ket Manager for Pacific

scriber growth and advertising revenue. Éà

Manager of Journal Communications. In addition to continuing her responsibilities
as an officer of the Journal Communications
broadcast company, Journai Broadcast Group
Inc., she will be responsible for the development of several internal and external marketing and promotional initiatives.

Star Commulications' four
Radio static is in Farmington, N.M. Flower was Director of National Sales for Pacific Star's
nine Radio stations in Fresno, Calif.
EDDIE ESSERMAN
Eddie Esserman has been
named an Associate at
Media Services Group'
southeast office. Esserman.
previously an owner/operator of Radio stations in Georgia, will serve
Media Services' brokerage clients.

tà

MATTHEW ROSS
Chancellor Media Corporation
has named Matthew Ross
VP/GM fDr WAXQ-FM New
York. Ross was GM for WALRAM/FM and WJZF-FM Atlanta,
where in two years he directed an 80-percent
increase in revenue and aimost athree-fold increase in broadcast cash flow for the station
group. Qà
PAM JOHNSON
Pam Johnson has been promoted to the newly created
position of Marketing and
Promotion Director for Gulfstar Corpus Christi. She will
oversee the promotiort department of Gulfstar's six Corpus Christi Radio stations: K99,
Radio Disney, KMXR, KNCN, KSAB and
KUNO.

te;
DAWEL C. SAVADOVE
The new CEO of Root Communications Group, L.P. is
Daniel C. Savadove. Before

joining

Root,

Savadove was VP/GM of
Chancellor Media's Q102 in Philadelphia.
Root currently operates 29 Radio stations
in six Southeastern markets and will agres-
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Finally...
A Training Program Design
to Help Your Senior Salespeople
to the Next Level!
RAB & Streamline Press Present...
With each copy, you will
receive the complete 7video series, 5 75- page
participant guides and
the manager's handbook.
1or 2Copies:
Price: $ 795

3 or 4 Copies:
Price: $ 695

5 or More Copies:
Price: $ 595

A Special 7Video Series...

Ken Greenwood's "The 7Strategies for High
Performance Selling"
There is a new wind blowing. Old selling techniques are finally giving
way to anew understanding of the selling process...to "The Seven Strategies for High- Performance Selling!"
RAB and Streamline Press are

Ask about special pricing
options for orders that include additional participant guides.
Shipping, handling and
sales tax where applicable
will apply.

pleased to present alandmark series based on the highly- acclaimed book
by Ken Greenwood.
This all- new Professional Development Series training program includes
seven video modules, participant guides, amanager's handbook and complete unit testing.
"The Seven Strategies for High Performance Selling"...THIS IS THE NEXT
LEVEL!

To order call 1-800-232-3131 or log on to
RadioLink at wwvv.rab.com.

STIMLIfit
=TieSS=
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ProgramINK
Ideas About

How to Increase
your P1 Aud!ence
1) Getting people to listen more days per week
is key. Tell the audience what you re going to be
doing at the same time the next day.
2) Be consistent in the day-to-day delivery of the
product. PI shave come to trust your station for
what you deliver. You can't fail to deliver ... not
even once.
3) Pis are raving fans. If Radii were baseball,
P1 swould come to batting practice. For any
major contest, Iget anaine, address and phone
number. Then, we work hard + ofollow up with
each entrant by sending asimule form letter or
E-mail that says, "Thanks for Irstening/playing."
Iam working on a " Listening
Guide," asimple program line-up
that Iwill mail to each person in
my database, hoping that listeners sample other daypartsIshows.
Source Matt Kennedy is PD at W180,
Baton Rouge. La fie may be reached a
504-231-1860 or by E-mail at
mAennedyecapstaffiroadcasting corn_

Rush Hits the Internet
This month, Premiere Radi3 Networks debuted The
broadcast.coeshowskust

Rush Limbaugh Sho

on the Internet. The program may be heard via
broadcast.com from noon to 3:00 p.m. EST. You can
aSo access the show '. ia http://broadcast.com/
shows/rush

NAB Opens Chat Room
The National Association of Broadcasters has
started a Radio- discussions forum on its
Website. The forum, located in the Radio section
www.nab.org/members3nly of the NAB members-only site, is agreat place to post questions,
share ideas and discuss Radio issues. Visit
www.nab.org/membersonly
RADIO INK — MARCH 29 1999
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lins to Improve the Sound of
Station-Produced Commercials
Vary the Voice Talent. Don't rely only on announcers. Look around the station for
interesting voices. It might be the receptionist, business manager — who knows?
Use the strength of your cluster to swap voices between stations. If you can, use
voices from stations that your company owns in other markets.
Download Audio Files or use DGS. Better yet, go outside the station for talent.
Try the local theater group or college drama department.
You're going to have to fight to get money for this in the budget, but it will pay off with more interesting commercials and, hopefully, less tune- out.
Put the same care and craft into your commercial production that
you put into your promotional production.
Source: John Brejot, Radio Works, tunreo@usradioworks

Be aHero to your GM

Score Revenue for your Department
1) Charge for Production. Place ahigh value on your high-tech production.
Print publications don't offer free graphics. When have you ever received
free billboard or television production?
2) Create aProduction Rate Card. Make production orders just like broadcast orders. Run them through traffic just like your regular invoices.
3) Sell Wholesale to Agencies. Agencies shy away from Radio because there
isn't aprofit center as in print layout, graphic or television production.
Offer them an agency rate card — they can mark it up and make aprofit
on it.
4) Show Off Your Studio. Clean up. Make your office aplace you are proud
to bring clients. Then, bring them to the office.
5) Promote yourself. Use business- to- business publications, direct- mail,
E-mail and faxes to prospect for production clients.
6) Be Full- Service. Audio production is used for television, on- hold, in-store
voices and in-store music, and theater production. You can do it all. EU1
Source: Bruce D. Law is VP/GM. Fine Media. He may be reached at 354-511-6500 or by E-mail at bruceOhnis

Buy 150 Records for $ 19.95
IOne of the most controversial new Internet technologies, MP3, will be

showcased at a

I summit to be held on June 15-16, 1999, in San Diego. MP3 technology enables you to
(el www.ra iontr.com download music from the Web onto your computer. The music is CD
quality, and downloading is cheaper than purchasing the music in stores.
I www.mp3.com offers astartup kit that allows you to purchase 150 songs for $ 19.95. The cost

Ito attend the San Diego summit is $75. (
See related article on page 18.)
For more information, go to mp3sunimit@mp3.coin

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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All Work and No Play.

III

Keep Your Employees. Have Fun!

by Michael Luczak

S

everal managers at our place have commented that "we need to have fun."
Those outside of Radio — clients and listeners — think that this is all we
do. Let's not let them down. After all, where else can you play records, tell
jokes and get paid for it?
I've heard people say that if excitement is in the hallways, it will end up
on the air. This is true. It starts by fostering aplayful atmosphere. Managers should encourage aloose and creative approach to the product side. This boils down to attitude. The GM
and the PD have to set the tone, and fun will follow.
Here are afew ideas to make your station more fun:
Appoint a "minister of insanity." You've got one at your place. Recognize this person's
creativity and wit. Aside from whatever else this person does, the job description includes
being outrageous, off-the-wall, twisted and clever.
This staff person spreads goofiness throughout the building. Leave organization and follow-through to the dependable types. Royal courts had a "court jester," and so should you.
Hold creative meetings. Once amonth, take the staff away from the station and hold acreative meeting over which the minister presides. This should be acreative brainstorming meeting,
not atypical sales meeting.
Soup up the sound everywhere. Get your creative/production director to soup up the
sound throughout your station. The station's phone message should be humorous. Play comedy tapes on your telephone "on hold" system.
Have "
characters" cut voice-mail messages. Put noisemakers on every desk. Do all

TOP OF M IND AWARENESS = M ARKET SHARE

Where do businesses rank
in the minds of consumers
in your market?
Want to know?
THEY DO !!
ATOMA Survey is the most powerful sales tool available to the broadcast industry.
In fact...it's the first and only measurement of advertising effectiveness. The TOMA
survey is abusiness report card. Sell new clients. Up-sell current clients.
"Have generated over $ 300,000 in new sales in 8weeks...
definitely worth the investment:'
Christian Miller, Sales Manager
West Virginia Radio Corp., Charleston, WV
(304) 342-8131
Call TOMA Research Today:

800-597-9798
Larry A. Messick
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VP Broadcast Division

To subscribe, call 14300-6103771

internal paging " K-Mart style." Play college
fight songs on Friday afternoon.
Produce aweekly station newspaper. Print
all the dirt and gossip. No managers are allowed
on this project. Run photo caption contests.
Here are afew more ideas:
Forward your funny E-mail to everybody. Assign everyone Cris Berman- type
nicknames. Bribe those doing production
with half-days off for the best/funniest local
spots. Make spoof spots eligible.
Invite oddball guest to staff meetings.
Put the air staffs' baby pictures on the Website.
Start astation band. In you- lobby, put strange
objects like bowling pins and drum sets.
Celebrate staffers' birthdays with flowers, cakes and funny cards. Have astation
spring-cleaning day. Find adumpster outside,
and have the whole staff toss and pitch.
Make alistener the GM for the day.
Put the winner in the GM's office. Have the
GM do the morning show
Produce a station video. Bring in a
video camera and start shooting. Buy some
paint and brushes, leave them in the studio
and watch what happens.
Make abig deal out of April Fools'
Day. Hang abig bell in the sales department. Schedule large meetings around
lunchtime and cater them.
Everybody does Christmas parties.
Plan astation picnic. Have asummer barbeque, and bring the dogs and kids.
Switch around air talent. Put the AEs
on the air one day. Run stupid sales specials.
When Randy Michaels dropped his
drawers at the NAB, he had the right idea.
Stop talking about having fun, and start having fun. ai
Michael Luczak is OM for
WING-AM/FM, WGTZ-FM
Dayton, Ohio. He may be
reached at 937-294-5858 01 by
E-mail at michaell@erinet.com.
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FOR
RATINGS!

Simple Cume
Builders

Get it?
Got it?
Good.

by Walter Sabo

NI

y best, personal since- college friend has been reading Radio Ink magazine

since Istarted writing in it because, well, Iforce him to read it. He's not in
Radio, but he recently made awise observation: " Only an industry in which
management has to be told that it's agood idea to repeat the name of the station
on the air would consider you aseer."
He's right. It's ridiculous.
There are five things that would greatly improve the ratings of every Talk station
in America if those stations would apply them consistently. Unfortunately, Ihave written about them so often that Ihave no choice but to refuse to write about them again
So, here is my last column ... about this stuff, anyway.
1. Say the name of the station at the beginning and end of each phone call, and
going in and out of every break.
2. Have the host say his/her name between each phone call, and going in and
out of every break. Have the host say the full name of guests continually throughout
the interviews.
3. Re- state the topic and phone number continually, preferably between each
phone call, and going in and out of every single break.
4. If you want to appeal to 35-year- olds, talk about things they care about — like
their jobs, kids, sex and what's on TV. If you want to reach people over 65, talk about
Social Security, Newt and really interesting government legislation.
5. Managers, do you like to be corrected in public? Well, don't harass the help
Don't walk in during ashow and correct the hosts. Don't offer unsolicited reviews from
your spouse. Don't let the sales guys near the studio, except to announce amajor buy,
and don't let them make " suggestions" about show content ... to anyone.
Pick three random hours this week and listen to your station. Clock how long it
is before you hear all of these rules applied. When looking for efficiencies and improved rates of return, these simple techniques are guaranteed to
increase cume and show- to- show cume flow.
That covers it. While extremely obvious, these simple cume builders
are shockingly absent from most Talk shows, leaving one to wonder,
"What the hell is the PD actually doing?" à
Walter Sabo is President of Sabo Media. He may be reached at
by E-mail at SaboMedia@CompuServ.com

212-808-3005

Shively
Labs
because ...
... it pays
to be heard.
err
't

,•

Say the name of the station at the beginning and end of each phone call, and
go lg in and out of every break.
• Have the host say his/her name between each phone call, and going in and out
c every break.
• Have the host say the fuli name of guests continually throughout the interviews.

• Re- ; late the topic and phone number continually.
Don't walk ir during ashow and correct the hosts.

RADIO INK — MARC -I29,199 0

Single or multifrequency, high
power, low
power,
omnidirectional
or directional.

or

A

1

All antennas are
not equal.
Because of their
design and our
pattern
enginering and
testing, Shively
antennas deliver
range, accuarte
coverage and
flexibility.

4

P.O.Box 389,
Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: ( 207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee-Owned Company -

To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771
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Welcome to the most- talked-about
topic in Radio today, micro- radio.
A brainchild of FCC Chairman
William Kennard, micro-radio, or lowpower FM Radio stations (
LPFM), would
create an unknown number of additional
FM Radio signals in many, perhaps all,
Radio markets in the United States.
On Feb. 3, 1999, the Commission
published aNotice of Proposed Rule Making,
which proposed the establishment of
these additional stations (MM Docket
No. 99-25). The Commission has set
April 12, 1999, as the deadline to file
comments. May 12, 1999, is the deadline for reply comments.

FCC to reverse course now
gin issuing hundreds, if not
thousands, of new, low- power
Radio licenses is ahuge policy
decision. The last time Ilooked, it
was the responsibility of Con
to set policy, not the FCC
— Ken Johnson for Congressman Billy Tamil

THE FIGHT BEGINS
The National Association of
Broadcasters, The Radio Advertising
Bureau, some members of Congress,
many Radio group heads and most state
broadcasting associations are against the
proposal. The NAB and other industry
executives are urging every Radio broadcaster to become active in the fight
against this proposal.
The NAB has also established a
Spectrum Integrity Task Force to examine the issue. The task force is made up
of 16 members from some of Radio's
largest companies, including ABC,
Jacor, Cumulus, Citadel and Cox. The
NAB
has
also
petitioned
the
Commission to extend the deadlines for
comments to July 12, 1999, and for
reply comments to (-ktub er 1I 1999.
Here are the unanswered questions:
• How will the FCC protect
existing stations from interference
from new signals?
•How many signals will be added?
•Which markets will receive the
new signals?
•Who will get the new frequencies, and how will they be allocated?
• Will they be commercial or
non-commercial?
• How will low- power signals
affect the transition to digital Radio,
more specifically IBOC ( In Band On
Channel)?

ASK THE FCC
AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE
According to Chairman Kennard
and FCC Commissioner Gloria Tristani,
this proposal is simply giving the people

42

what
they want
missioners have
Kennard and Tristani
been visiting.
issued a joint stateRadio prides
ment saying that, in
itself on serving
traveling around the
communities
country, "lots of peobetter than any
ple" told them that
other available
they want to use the
media,
from
airwaves to speak to
PSAs and Radiotheir communities.
thons to school
"They see — as
closings
and
we do — that the aircommunitywaves are agreat natsponsored
ural resource," reads
events. This was
the statement. 'The
made clear last
creation of a lowyear when the
power Radio service
NAB tabulated
U.S. Congressm an Billy Tauzin ( R- La.)
could provide an
how
much
wants Congress t
omake LPFfil decision.
effective way for
money
Radio
more people to use this resource." The
dedicated to public service ($ 1.2 bilgroups they listed were churches, comlion).
munity groups, elementary schools,
And, in what could be construed as
universities, small businesses and
agovernment contradiction, Kennard
minority groups.
and Tristani stated, "As consolidation in
In the Notice of Proposed Rule Making,
the broadcast industry closes the doors
the Commission justifies this plan by
of opportunity ior new entrants, we
using phrases such as, "providing alowmust find ways to use the broadcast
cost means of serving urban communispectrum more efficiently so that we
ties," "to address unmet needs for comcan bring more voices to the airwaves."
munity-oriented Radio broadcasting,"
Does this meen that these commisand "to promote additional diversity in
sioners don't agree with the effects of
Radio voices and program services."
consolidation? The government is the
one that brought on consolidation by
YOU CAN'T ALWAYS GET
passing the Telecom Act.

WHAT YOU WANT

Some broadcasters have responded
by saying, " I'd like to drive around in a
Porsche every day, but Idon't always get
what Iwant." Broadcasters are wondering what parts of the country these corn-

To subscribe, coil 1-800.510-5771

WHAT IS MICRO- RADIO?
The Commission is proposing the
creation of two classes of service ; both
would operate in the existing FM band
One is a 1,000- watt primary 44
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Host Jack MacDonough
Chairman
Miller Brewing Company

secret"is out.
From the pages of

FORTUNE Magazine

Host Nell Newman

$

(Yes, Paul's Daughter)
Founder
Newman's
Own Organics

presented by

AmericanAirlines('
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Host Victor H. Doolan

FEATURE 'M

President
BMW of North America, Inc.

A 90-second Radio Feature
that will inspire and motivate your
listeners on the road to success.
•Hosted on-air by some of the most
successful men and women in the business world

et*
Host Jim McCann
President
1- 800- Flowers

•Free business gift for all your listeners

$ecret$ of Succes$
will premiere nationwide July 1, 1999.
Call now and be the only station in your market to have it!
For ademo and further information, please contact Echo Radio Productions, Inc. at 800-385-4612
Tel 970/925-2640 • Fax 970/925-9369

44895 Hwy 82 Aspen, CO 81611 • Box 599 Aspen, CO 81612 • email: kaylahesni.net

service. The other is a 100- watt secondary service. The Commission is also
seeking comments on whether to
approve athird service of stations, ranging from 1to 10 watts.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts
® www.nab•org Istates that the NAB's No. 1
concern is interference: "We are highly
skeptical of the proposal, based on interference concerns. If you could eliminate
the second and third adjacent channel
interference, by its very nature, you will
reduce standards and it will cause interference. The concern is that by reducing
second and third adjacent channels, it will
increase interference. It is just common
sense to think that if they could do that
without increasing interference, they
would have already done it."
The FCC's plan states, "We are
proposing that LPFM stations not be
subject to certain technical rules currently applied to other classes of Radio service. In particular, we believe that cur-

rent restrictions on third adjacent channel operations are not needed for LPFM
stations, and we believe it may be possible to disregard second adjacent channel
interference for these stations as well."

THE TECHNICAL CONCERNS
IN LAYMAN'S TERMS
Carl Gluck, VP of Technical
Research, Salem Communications
Corp., breaks down the technical talk:
"The 1000-watt Radio stations are being
proposed in amanner similar to existing
Class As, only much smaller or at
reduced power. They would be the primary service, and there would be relatively few of those dropped in around
the country. The other two proposals
would be secondary in nature. This
means that, by design, they are not supposed to cause interference to existing
broadcast facilities.
"One of the biggest questions concerns astation's audience. Even though

\so

FCC Chairman William Kennard
favors LPFM.
the FCC has repeatedly said that these
stations would be secondary in nature,
many stations have listeners outside of
their protected contours.
"For example, for aClass B, it would
be their 54 dBu contour, whereas for a
Class A or C station, it would be the 60
or 1 rnVirri contour. Many stations
around the country have listeners
beyond their F(50,50) 60 dBu contour.
The interference would occur to existing
stations for those listeners, particularly if
Idon't have to worry about third adjacent or second adjacent interference.
"It is conceivable that anywhere
outside of an existing station's protected
contour — as long as one of the lowpower stations should satisfy some simple spacing or distance criteria 46 e-

Micro- Radio Date Book
The FCC published its Notice of Proposed Rule Making in the Federal Register on
February 3, 1999.
The FCC has set April 12, 1999, as the deadline date for comments.
The FCC has set May 12, 1999, as the deadline date for reply comments.
The NAB has requested the FCC push back its deadline for comments
to July 12, 1999.
The NAB has requested the FCC push back its deadline for reply comments to
October 11, 1999.
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World

State

Weather

Sports

WHEN IT COME
BREAKING NEWS,
floes your wire service
measure up?
In one /ear, over 500 radio stations have made Metro Source their source for

news. When news breaks we're on-the-scene, reporting from wherever events
are unfolding.
Metro Source affiliates receive special reports, long-form coverage, customized
feeds, and integrated text and audio at the click of abutton.
ONLY METRO SOURCE PROVIDES AFFILIATES:

• Breaking news with the local angle
• Edensive assortment of show prep material
• Format specific text and over 1000 audio cuts per day
• On-the-scene reporting
• Local, regional, national and interPational news
• Sports, weather and entertainment news
ND

MORE...

Ony one service gives you all this. For more information or aMetro Source demonstration
¡
call: 1-800-800-NEWS

elk

METRO SOURCE
, '
I

The Successor to the Traditional Wire

Micro
Radio
and very little engineering thought — a
station could be 'dropped in' in amanner
that could cause interference to those listeners outside the protected contour. This
almost seems like aRobin Hood approach
to things, where you take from the existing 'haves' and give to the 'have flots' in an
effort to diversify the airwaves."

NO INTERFERENCE,
WE PROMISE

Johnson states that there is definitely achance that Congress will become
an active player in this debate: "There
are huge ramifications from adecision to
allow micro-radio stations. There are
economic and technical considerations.
Frankly, Congress wants to be consulted
and have input before the FCC plows
forward. What about interference? We
are told that in some markets, interference is 60 percent or greater.

Roy Stewart is head of the FCC's
Mass Media Bureau. According to
Stewart, the Commission has no intention of mucking up the FM dial:
"Chairman Kennard and the other commissioners have expressed a concern
that we do not do anything to denigrate
the technical integrity of the FM Radio
service. That is something that we have
to balance.
"We are waiting for the comments in
order to determine whether we can do
away with the technical rules for third
and second channel adjacencies, and not
hamper the technical integrity of the FM
service so that more broadcasters can
convert to digital "

RADIO'S FRIEND IN CONGRESS

"What about minority- owned
Radio stations? On one hand, Chairman
Kennard has widely criticized advertisers for not spending enough money on
minority-owned Radio stations. On the
other hand, he wants to issue thousands
of new, low-power Radio stations with
the expectation that it will help minorities get into the Radio business.
"What happens when you siphon off
listeners from eresting minority-owned
commercial Radio stations? You cut into
their advertising base_ How does that help
existing Radio stations beef up their revenues?
"There are parts of this program
that, inherently, seem to be in conflict
We also have concerns about allowing
hate groups, and people like former
KKK leader David Duke, to put up
1,000-watt Radio stations and preach
the politics of hate."

RADIO'S FRIEND AT THE FCC
Broadcasters may also have an ally
at the Commission. Commissioner
Harold Furchgott-Roth opposes the
plan: " Iam opposed to changing the
FCC Commissioner Harold Furchgott-Roth

interference standards The plan that has
been proposed by the Commission

enotion that amessage must be broadcast over Ra
ectrum before its speaker has a 'voice,' overlooks t
realities of modern life.
FCC Commissioner Harold Furchgott-Rott

1

Broadcasters who decide that they
are against this proposal have an ally in
Congress, Billy Tauzin. The Louisiana
Republican is Chairman of the House
Telecommunications Subcommittee

Where Should
You Go
To Research
Micro-Radio?

While interference and more competition may be the topics of the day for
broadcasters, he has another concern.
Ken Johnson is Tauzin's spokesperson
Federal
"First, his concern is that this is adecision
Communications
Commission
that should be made either by Congress or
at least in consultation with Congress.
There has been aprohibition against these
4,• •-•- •
types of licenses for 20-plus years. For the
••
• T.-1
FCC to reverse course now and begin issu• -..
ing hundreds, if not thousands, of new,
low-power Radio licenses is ahuge policy
The FCC website has adetailed explanantion
decision. The last time Ilooked, it was the
of the proposed rulemaking.
responsibility of Congress to set policy, not
I Log onto www.fcc.gov, scroll down to Hot
the FCC. It is the responsibility of the Fa I
I Topics, and click on Low Power FM.
to carry out policy."
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revolves around the idea of wea ening
the standards that protect current Radio
broadcasters from getting interference
from adjacent channels. They want to
change the second and third adjacent
channel standards. Iam very concerned
that this will lead to greater interference
for Radio reception and, ultimately,
cause consumers to be less inclined to
listen to Radio."
Roth says he has received E-mail
from people who are in favor of the proposal: "One thing that struck me was that
alot of the demand is in the major urban
markets, where there is areal scarcity of
vacant commercial Radio licenses. If you
look at what the Commission is proposing and then look, market-by-market,
where these micro-radio licenses would
be available, there won't be any in the
major markets. Even when you 48 le"
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Two ways to protect
your station.
1. Stifle your staff

2. Or sign on to Media Plus
Being sued for what you broadcast is no gag. Even
your most seasoned staff can blow it or unintentionally
anger or offend someone. Someone who may decide to
sue. And if they get you in front of ajury, the odds
against you are 4to 1.

But don't muzzle your minions. Instead, tune into
the state-of-the-art libel policy that covers claims your
general liability policy won't.
Media/Professional and representatives of the
broadcast industry sat down together to design this
prime time insurance. It combines insurance for
punitive damages with defense protection that won't
reduce your policy limit. That's right, defense costs are
covered in addition to your limit.
Plus, we focus in on more than just libel claims.
Like bad advice, bodily injury, incitement claims and
other mistakes arising out of the content of broadcasts.
Theft of ideas and infringement of copyrighted material.
And off air exposures like atrespassing cameraman.
So don't stifle your staff. Ask your insurance broker
to check out Media/Professional's free speech sensitive
plan. With our experienced in-house claim lawyers,
our affiliation with top rated insurers and special NAB
member pricing we're your clear choice.
And, as the world's largest media insurance underwriter,
we offer coverage to NAB's international members.
For more information call NAB at 800-368-5644 or
Media/Professional at 816-471-6773.
Endorsed by the National Association of Broadcasters.

IlIl
Media/Professional Insurance
Adivision of Media/Professional Insurance Agency, Inc.
2300 Main Street, Suite 800
Kansas City, Missouri 64108-2404
16 St Helen's Place
London EC3A 6DF
www.mediaprof .com

We Insure Free Speech WorIdwide®

HEAD ON, "THE BEST
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN
THE BUSINESS."

Carl Gluck, VP of Technical Research,
Salem Communications Corp.

Computer Concepts' VT. (Visual Traffic! is the -best traffic
system in radio." And for good reason_ Its Windows based
visual interface is easy to learn and VI offers multi station
capabilities from one location. Add to that pre-defined
management reports, station split functions for billing,
A/R, commissions and more... you'll soon discover why VT.
makes it safe to play in traffic. It's the most flexible, fully
integrated traffic system available today.

STOP

Stop and take amoment to evaluate your current
traffic system. With V.T.'s management oriented
approach, you'll keep pace with our rapidly changing

industry whether you run one station or
several groups of stations.
Windows is aregistered trademark of Microsoft.

• 00 Computer Concepts
CorporotIon
8375 Melrose Drive • Lenexa, KS 66214 • Toll Free 1-800-255-6350
Phone 913-541-0900 • Fax 913-54E-0169. wwwComputerConceptsCorp.com

change the interference standards, all
this will do is free up licenses in the
smaller markets.
"If you look at New York, Los
Angeles and the other major markets in
the United States, Idon't think it will
free up anything. If there is demand out
there, Iam not quite sure how this will
satisfy it. At the same time, it is going to
threaten the integrity of current broadcast signals."
Roth also thinks that community
participation can be achieved through a
variety of ways other than the creation of
micro-radio: "People can communicate
with others by purchasing airtime on
broadcast properties and amateur Radio,
or by using E-mail, the Internet, bulletins,
flyers and even plain old-fashioned
speech. The notion that amessage must
be broadcast over Radio spectrum before
its speaker has a 'voice, overlooks the realities of modem life."
Perhaps the most powerful argument broadcasters have against microradio is echoed by Roth, who says that
consolidation was the Fesult of aprevious
government action: " Ido not view the
concern about the effects of consolidation on the Radio industry as an appropriate motivation for the creation of lowpower Radio stations.
"Congress made the clear policy
choice to lift national ownership limits. Congress surely realized that one
of the possible results of lifting ownership limits would be that any pentup demand for properties released into
the market might raise prices."
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IS THE FCC PROMOTING LPFM
ON ITS OWN WEBSITE?
Roth's criticism of the Commission
nearly went so far as to say that the
Commission was using its Website as a
propaganda tool to promote low- power
Radio: "Iwonder whether the substantial
interest in, and public support for, this rulemaking was not partly generated by the
Commission itself with its Website page.
'The summary describes the possible
advantages but makes no mcntion of the
potential drawbacks. The summary also
urges readers to file commerts in order to
implement the proposal successfully."

NOT ON MY WATCH,
MR. CHAIRMAN
Ken Johnson knows that microradio is a pet project of Chairman
Kennard but says that, as is, this proposal will not be passed quickly: " Kennard
may try to move forward unilaterally. If
Congress is satisfied witia the parameters
of the new program, if there are safeguards in place to protect broadcasters
from interference, to protect against
hatemongering, to protect existing
minority- owned station from having
their revenues carved up, it may well be
an FCC decision.
"However, it will not happen unilaterally. If they move on their own, they
are in for ahelluva fight. In too many
instances in the recent past, the FCC
seems to be taking its marching orders
from the White House. There is afriction that has developed, and Idon't

casters want testing to be done.
Carl Gluck says the IBOC digital
technology "seems to occupy awider band
width than traditional FM channel or
broadcasting, or it has that potential. Any
encroachment on the adjacency would
make IBOC, perhaps, less likely to function the way we hope it would."
The Commission's proposal states
that, "We will be wary of any provisions
that would limit the development of future
terrestrial digital Radio services." While
broadcasters' primary concern is interference, the impact on digital is second.

think any one issue demonstrates that
friction more than this issue of lowpower Radio.
"Are there valid arguments for proceeding forward? Of course there are,
but at the same time, this is anational
policy decision that needs to be made by
the U.S. Congress and carried out by
the FCC, not the other way around."

THE EFFECTS ON DIGITAL
It's unknown whether the implementation of low-power or micro-radio will
have an impact on the industry's plans to
convert to digital. At aminimum, broad-
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On-screen Voice-Track editing, time-shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT.
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HAT ABOUT ADDITIONAL
COMPETITION?
Broadcasters are also angry about
the additional competition low- power
Radio will create. For example, if the
Commission approves a1,000-watt signal in New York City, and the owner airs
an Urban or Spanish format, it immediately creates competition for minority
owners, as Radio One's Alfred Liggins
commented in aRadio Ink Special Report
in the March 15 issue, page 50.
Chairman Kennard has already criticized advertisers for underspending on
minority-owned stations. How much
more will this additional competition
fragment the minority advertising dollar?
In small markets, where you may
have two stations, you could drop 10
or 20 more stations onto the FM dial.

sense. This issue has festered and grown
out of nowhere. Broadcasters need to get
the correct information in the hands of
their congressmen and legislators and go
on record opposing this."
Eddie Fritts thinks that the competitive issue is not in the mix at this point:
"We are soon going to have 100 new
satellite channels. In some instances, they
are proposing these low-power stations
to be almost like hobby stations. We have
had 3,500 Radio stations added since
1980, purportedly to serve the needs and
interests of minorities and women.
"We now have 13,000 Radio stations across the country. There are only
7,800 Burger King franchises. Virtually
any format anyone would want to listen
to is represented. Clearly, if someone
wants to be on Radio, they can go to the

The premise is to get more women,
African- Americans and Hispanics into
ownership, and that this will do it. To
me, it has alot more nuisance potential than it does income potential. I
don't understand why Iam supposed
to be satisfied with that.
"It seems to me they are destroying an
industry to give somebody something that
is not going to be worth alot of money
anyway. What am Igoing to do with a
1,000-watt Radio station? As awoman in
this business, that would not interest me.
"I know that we have big problems
with ownership and with minority representation, but this is not the way to fix it."
Coon also addresses the FCC's
attempts to give the people more of a
voice. "Quite frankly, Iam very proud of
the joh that all three of our stations do to

ht now, it [micro- radio] seems to be the brainc
epeople at the FCC. Idon't know how brains
up with reality. — NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts
ful that the two established
stations would be able to survive with
that much additional competition.
RAB President/CEO Gary Fries
believes that FM Radio has been serving
the American people very adequately for
75 years: "Radio has been responsive to
every public need, both information and
entertainment-wise. It has ahistory of
meeting those obligations. To erode further the financial success of the existing
Radio stations does not make alot of

Internet and be aplayer immediately."
As previously noted in his joint
statement with Commissioner Tristani,
Chairman Kennard said that this new service would answer the call from church
groups, elementary schools, universities,
small businesses and minority groups.
Diana Coon is the GM of
WMAN/WYHT/WSWR, Mansfield,
Ohio. She says that she is one of the
minorities about whom the FCC is talking: " Iam aminority in this industry.

if io

service the community. We
touc .
with our community and its issues. The
area that we are in has very good Radio
and concerned people. We are the heart
of this community. Whatever happens
to this community, happens to us."

WHAT'S NEXT?
The FCC's Roy Stewart explains
that the Notice of Proposed Rule Making
asks aseries of questions: "A good portion of the notice deals with the 54

Programming
for
Ratings & Revenue
SHANE MEDIA

713-952-9221
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The Lowdown on Low-Power FM
Proposal # 1
•1000-Watt Primary Service ( LP1000)
These stations would operate at amaximum effective radiated power of 1000 watts at
an antenna height above average terrain (HAAT) of 60 meters ( 197 feet). The plan proposes to protect the 1mV/m (60 dBu) signal contour of LP1000 stations operating at the
maximum ERP and HAAT levels.
Note: It's expected that very few of these signals would be granted.
Proposal #2
•100-Watt Secondary Service ( LP100)
technical aspects tti tittuo-radio. We
have not made arecommendation to
the Commission yet. Obviously, a
majority of the commissioners think
that there are public- interest benefits
that would flow from micro- radio. They
are interested in using the staff resources
and their own resources to look at it. I
think that demonstrates an interest. The
record is going to have to demonstrate
what the Commission does atter the
comments come in."
Ken Johnson says that Chairman
Kennard seems "hell-bent on doing this.
Within the next 60 days, we will have
some serious discussions with him."
The NAB% John Earnhardt,
Director of Media Relations, states, We
are going to start some engineering
studies to show how interference would
he caused. Hopefully, we will have some
of that data available shortly.
'The FCC also has done studies,
and we have not yet gotten their information. We have requested it to see what
kind of interference there would be.'

These stations would be granted maximum facilities of 100 watts ERP and 30 meters ( 98
feet) HAAT. This combination would produce almV/m (60 dBu) signal contour at adistance of 5.6 kilometers (3.5 miles) from the station. Depending on population, an LP100
might serve from afew hundred to several thousand listeners.
Note: The class is intended to " meet the demand of people who would like to broadcast
affordably to communities of moderate size."
Proposal #3
•1-10 Watt Secondary " Microradio" service
These stations would operate with amaximum antenna height of 30 meters HAAT and
ERP levels in the range of 1-10 watts. These values would produce a1mV/m (60 dBu)
signal contour at distances of 1-2 miles, depending on the ERP level.
These stations would be intended to allow an individual or group with very limited means
to construct abroadcast facility and permit them to reach listeners within the confines
of avery localized setting.
source: Notice of Proposed Rule Making

Index to Special Report Contacts
FCC Chairman William Kennard

202-418-1000

FCC Commissioner Harold Furchgott Roth

202-418-2000

Congressman Billy Tauzin

202-225-4031

FCC Mass Media Bureau Chief Roy Stewart

202-418-2600

NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts

202-429-5420

NAB Media Relations Director John Earnhardt

202-429-5403

RAB President/CEO Gary Fries

212-681-7210

Salem Communications VP/ Technical Operations Carl Gluck

805-384-4502

WMAN General Manager Diana Coon

419-529-1470

WHAT SHOULD BROADCAS1ERS DO?
Fritts believes, "We need to get the
facts, and that is what we intend to do
with atask force and authorization to
conduct certain studies. Once we get the
facts, then we will plot acourse of action.
"In the meantime, the FCC should
come forward and show what engineering studies they have to validate the
legitimacy of the proposal.
"Right now, it seems to be the
brainchild of some people at the
FCC. Idon't know how brains match
up with reality." e
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El

*Contribution

Director:
$2,500
4 VIP passes to the 1999 Gracie Allen Awards"' and a half page
ad in Awards Program. Recognition in marketing collateral and
on-site event signage.
For more information regarding sponsorship, please call
AWRT's Maria Brennan at ( 703) 506-3290.

Payment information
Check/Money Order

III Visa

E MasterCard

Card No.:

D AmEx
Exp. Date:

Signature:
Total Amount Enclosed
Name:

Title:

Company:
Full Address:
Phone:

Fax:

El Send me information about AWRT membership
Send w/payment to: AWRT, Suite 200, 1650 Tysons Blvd., McLean, VA 22102 Fax: ( 703) 506-3266

CLASSIFIEDS
al GENERAL MANAGEMENT
SUNBELT CLUSTER seeks proven sales
leader for general- manager opportunity.
Bottom- line awareness essential. Competitive salary and incentive compensation

package available to successful

candidate. Desirable university community with tremendous growth potential.
All responses will be treated with utmost
confidentiality. Reply to Blind Box

200

at Radio Ink.

LOCAL SALES MANAGER Join one of the
country's best broadcasting companies,
Clear Channel Brdcasting -Inc. Resumes
are being accepte for LocaT Sales Manager,
WELI-NewsTalkRa io, New Haven, CT. Ffior
radio sales experience a must radio, sales
management a plus! Interest ea candidates
should send resumes to Jim Simonetti,
Gsni, Clear Channel Broadcasting_ Inc., RO.
Box 85, New Haven, CT 06501. E1OE

II SALES
Radio-TV-Cable-Intemet Sales & Sales Management Opportunities Nationwide

Milwaukee's

Over

75 openings. Find an AE for $ 250. FREE
303-368-590o;

SALES MANAGER
only

independently

owned

radio group has an opening for a Sales
Manager at Rock

102

ing sales people, and want to eam more

continue our growth plans. PSI is actively
seeking assertive sales personnel, detailoriented support techs talented programmer
and creative engineers. Do you have what it
takes to be part of our learn? Visit our website
at www.prophetsys.com, then call Human
Resources Manager Candy Spady at
(800) 658-4403.

sae.

e

Call 80o-610-5771 or

than your fair share of this $70 million
radio market, we want you to be a part of

fax to 561-655-6134.

our management team. Fax your resumé
414-771-3036 Attn: Sue Garrett. EOE

which others are meesured. Our digital
automation system has been integral in the
recent changes in the broadcast industry. We
are now looking to other markets as we

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

have a passion for developing and recruit-

and income requirements in confidence to

fax 3o3-368-9675.

MEMPHIS MARKET GROUP seeks candidates to sell radio advertising. Prior experience a plus but not necesssary. Good work
habits, positive attitude and reliable transportation are primary requirements for successful applicants. Call Donald, Duane or
Lonnie at 901-375-9324.

One, WLUM. If you

Are you looking
for a career rather
than a job?
In afew short years Prophet Systems
Innovations has become the standard by

to candidates. www.birschbachmedia.com;

SALES MANAGEMENT

SALES

Prophet Systems IN.
AutdoWissisr for Windows

All ads must be prepaid. Checks, MasterCard, Visa
and American Express cards accepted.
--=

m—
=
11:
Sound Software

Over half our General Managers and Corporate Management Team moved up from within our company.
We are looking for afew more SUPERSTARS.
If you desire to lead asales force with aprogressive broadcast group, contact us. Current Sales Management opportunities in Salt
Lake City, Albuquerque, Boise, Little Rock or
Providence. We operate no radio stations in
21 markets coast to coast — and GROWING.

RCS SALES!
Want to put your many

years of radio experience to good use? Like to sell?

Know lots of people in the radio biz? The world's # 1radio software company
needs you. Solid company, great benefits, plenty of free coffee. Resume
Paul McKnight, VP/Sales. Fax:

914 428 5922 or

e-mail:

to:

paul@resworks.com.

RCS TECH SUPPORT!

•Are you astrong leader?
•Are you passionate about the radio business?

Love computers

•Have you a proven high performance in
sales and management?

support. We are again adding both travel and non- travel positions. Kick your

• Do you want to grow?

career into high gear and expand your horizons into the growing future

Mail resume with cover letter to:
Gerry Schlagel
Citadel Communications
500 4th Street, NW # 5oo
Albuquerque, NM 87102.
PH: 505-767-6740 FAX: 505-767-9166. EOE

C

Citadel Communications Corporation

AND

radio? Great, fun openings available now in RCS tech

of radio. You must be either ( 1) aSelector guru and computer enthusiast
(2)

a

computer guru and Selector enthusiast. Come to RCS ; we'll get

you Microsoft Certified! Resumé to: Chris Coffee, Support Manager. E-mail:
ccoffee@rcsworks.com. Fax

914 428 5923

or phone

914-428-4600,

Ext 150.

All replies confidential. Females & minorities strongly encouraged.

Join the growing RCS team of radio professionals!
www.rcsworks.com

"Opportunity Fueled By Growth!"
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or

To subscribe, coil 1-800-610-5771
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Antoinette Ellis
215-508-3225

YELLOW INK'

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

PROGRAMMING

LOOKING FOR VALUES?

For over 125 years, we've been lend' 1g
helping hands to ahurling world, offe ing
food, shelter, comfort — aid hope
One way we provide hope is with recto:

Wonderful Words el Life

15 min. weekly, inspiratonal music anc talk
(English & Spanish)

"On-Location" Sports Action!
at agreat price ... $699+sh

Golf, Footbdl, Baseball... Use our mods alien

:60 spot about life issues (
English only)

pinying coders indoors aout. 10 aft set-ep.
Make yaw remotes more exdting end interactive!

Call for a free 3udition kit.

"A lot of fan! ... Agreat investment!"

Heartbeat

phone ( 404) 728-6727
tax: (404) 728-1331
voice mail ( 800) 229-9965

Lance Sayler, GM, KKOW Putleurn, KS

www.chipoff.com/golft
Call Now! 1-888 -656 -CHIP

EQUIPMEN1

ITIRM

if\

Audio Consoles
www.autogramcorp.com
email: info@autogramcora.com
(800)327-6901 fax ( 972)423-6334

INTERNET RESOURCES

E-Z UP
"World's Fastest Shelter""'
RI.M111111111,111111".* •Sets up in 60

seconds

•Compact size stores easily
111=1:31MagpliElM=1
•Durable reinforced all-steel
double truss design
Double stlolhel top: in cOloaul deegner seta colors or. ambo! ons

BUYSELLRADIO ONLINE
www buyseUracho con

FIND BUYERS!
FIND SELLERS!
FIND INVESTORS!
http://www.buysellradio.com
or E-mail: deb@buysellradio.com
CALL

319-243-8679!
PRODUCTION

Radio Potato

.800-468-6874

PRODUCTION MUSIC, VOICES, OUTSOJRCE PRODUCTION. Also great News-Talk Jingle Packages!!
Radio Potato. Call 80o-468-6874 for afree demo.

URBAN NEWSPHONE
URBAN NEINSPHONE

323-255-7301

New FREE Service For Your IVR (" Inside Line")
Phone Lee Bailey @ 323-255-7301 /
leebailey@leebailey.com

RADIO INK — MARCH 29, 1999

E-ZUP INSTANT SHELTERS"' ARE PERFECT FOR:
Boating at Picnics • Camping • Sales Booths
Race Ri.s mu Backyard Barbecues at Sal Gan es

BSR/E-Z UP: Division BSR Products
COVER ,, `,,

• Do you want to stay in the

Radio business — but just not
work in Radio?
• Do you want to put your years

CO
1 800.57

Yes! — Put your Radio
career to work at Radio Ink.

17114 • 663.0955

of Radio experience to use?
• Have you purchased items for
your Radio stations?
• Do you enjoy selling?

BOOKS
52 tested and proven
telemarketing campaigns to
help you increase revenue
on the phone. Only $ 117.
Call to orde: your copy
today at 800-610-5771 and
ask for Gwen or Renae.

To Place a
Yellow Ink Ad,

Call 215-508-3225
All ads must be prepaid. Checks, MasterCard,
Visa and American Express cards accepted.

To s.rbscribe, call 1-800-610-57 , 1

• Do you want to help build clients'
business through advertising?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions then Radio Ink wants to
talk to you. We have openings in our
sales department. You would work
with suppliers and vendors to the
Radio industry.
If you want the best job in Radio
— without being in Radio — call
Jim Lobaito, Director of Sales, at

800-610-5771.
RADIO INK IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

PLAY BALL
Three of the greatest baseball
broadcasters of all time started at KNIDX in St. Louis. Jack
Buck, Harry Caray and Joe
Garagiola share alaugh.
Doesn't Buck look just like
Ricky Shroeder of NYPD Blue?

EVENTS CALENDAR
ARBITRON DATES

JUNE

luly

,ube 1.4 - Asia Broadcast Exhibition & Conference, Hong Kong
852 2804-1500 or E-mail to horgkong.oesOlmcimarl.com

e

lune 3 - Radio Creative Fund (RCF) Racio Mercury Awards, New
York rit 212-681-7207

•Winter 1999: Ian. 7 - Mar. 91
• Spring 1999: Apr. i- tune 23
•SLAWIle 1999: July i- Sept. 22
• Fall 1999: Sept. 23 - Dec. 15

June 3-5 - Missouri Broadcasters Convention, Kansas City, MO
573-636-6692

er

22-23 - The Programmers Conclave (Upper Midwest
Communications), Minneapolis
Tr 612-927-4487
July 22-23 - Idaho Broadcasters Convention, Sun Valley
IT 208 -345 -3072

July 24-26 - Califomia Broadcasters. Convention, Monterey
IT 916-444-2237

June 7-8 - New Jersey Broadcasters Association and Mid-Atlantic
Expo, Atlantic City, NI re 609-860-0111 (contact: Phil Roberts)

AUGUST

APRIL

June 7-11 - Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) Leadership Skills
Seminar, Indianapolis se 317-253-5640

Apr.

June 55-13 - Georgia Broadcasters Convention, Augusta
Kr 770-395 -7200
June 16 - WILT 18th Annual Accolades Breakfast, Chicago
U 312-634-2330

Ait;. 4-7 - Assoc. for Edur ation in Journalism & Mass
Communications 82nd Annual Convention, New Orleans
U 863177-2005
Aug. 5 - Arbitrons " Beyond the Basics" PD Seminar, Denver
er 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)

Gracie Allen Awards (American Women in Radie and
Television), New York le 703-506-3290
12 -

Apr. 16-19 - Broadcast Eddcation Association's PEA 99, las Vegas
262 -429 -5354
Apr. 19-22 - National Association of Broadcasters NAB '99,
Las Vegas, NV IT 800-342-246o
Apr. 21 - Broadcasters' Foundation (BF) American Broadcast
Pioneers Breakfast, Las Vegas er 203-862-8577
Apr. 26 - I3F Golden Mike Award. New York, NY
Kr 203-862-8577
Apr. 28-May I - New Mexico Broadcasters Convention, Albuquerque
U 505-881-4444
Apr. 30-May 3 - Puerto Rico Broadcasters Convention, Mayaguez,
PR sr 787-277-9285

MAY
May 2-4 - Pennsylvania Broadcasters Convention. Philadelphia
717-534-2504
May 5-6 - Women in Cable and Telecommunications (WICT)
Natronal Management Conference, San Francisco
U 312-634-2330

Kr

May 4 International Radio & Television Society Foundation
(IR7SF) Foundation Awards Luncheon, New York
Ir 212-867-6650
May 5-7 - Indiana Broadcasters Convention Croint with Kentucky),
Evansville, Ind. rir 317-573-0419
May 12-14 - BREAKTHROUGH Marketing's 7th anoual New Business
Development Conference. Phoenix, AL
Kr 425 -747 -0647
May 12-16 - National Public Radia (NPR) Pubic Radio Conference,
Washiagton, D.C. er 202 -414 -2000 (
contact: Alma E. Long)
May 27 - The Peabody Awards (( hniv. of Ga. College of Journalism
and Mass Communication) Presentation Banquet, New York ir
706-542-3787
May 17-2o - Broadcast Cable Financial Mgmt. Assn. (BCFM), 39th
Annual Conference, Las Vegas Kr 847 -296 -0200
May 18-19 - 1999 Scarborough Radio Marketing Conference, Marina
Del Rey, CA rir 212-789-3561
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June 17 - Arbitrons ' Beyond the Basics' PD Seminar, Newark. NJ
U 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
June 20-21 - International Conference on Consumer Eléctronics
(ICCE) General Conference (Technical conference June 22-241 Los
Angeles rir 85 5-455 -9590
June 21 - NAB Public Service Summit & Gala, Washington, DC
202-775-3527
June 22-23 - NAB Board of Directors Meeting, Arlington, VA
Kr 202-775-3527
June 23-25 - Florida Broadcasters Convention, Palm Beach
rer 850-681-6444
June 24-26 - Virginia Broadcasters Convention, Virgima Beach, VA
KY 804 -977 -3716
lune 25-26 - Wyoming Broadcasters Convention, Casper, WY
rer 307-632-7622
June 26-28 - Vermont Broadcasters Convention. Killinghon, VT
fr 802-476-8789
June 27-30 - New Wok Broadcasters Conventiou, Lake George, NY
U 518-456-8888

Aug. 5-7 - Arkansas Broadcasters Convention, Little Rock , AR
rer 5ot-227-7564
Aug. 8-so - North Carolina Broadcasters Convention, Myrtle Beach,
SC er 919-821-730o
Aug. 12-55 - Morning Show Retreat, «Oro Communications, Los
Angeles er 310-664-5193
Aug. 19 - Arbitrons " Beyond the Basics" Seminar, Columbus, OH
is» 972-385-5357 (contact: Bob Michaels)
Aug. 19-21 - Nebraska Broadcasters Convention, Nebraska City er
402 -333 -3034
Aug. 59-21 - West Virginia Broadcasters Convention, White Sulphur
Springs, WV
1r 304 -744 -2134
Aug. 19-21 - South Carolina Broadcasters Convention, Myrtle
Beach, SC
Kr 803 -777 -6783
Aug. 25-27 - NAB Latin American Radiodifusion Operations
Conference, Miami Beach, FL
U 202-775-3527
Aug. 31- Sept. 3 - mu NAB Radio Show, Orlando, FL
202-775-3527

JULY
July 7-10 - National Assn. of Black Journalists (NABO National
Convention '99. Seattle, WA
301-445-75o0
July 7-62 - National Association of Hispanic Journalists (NANO Unity
Conference, Seattle, WA
It 202-662-7145
luly 8-9 - South Dakota Broadcasters Convention, Sioux Falls, SD
U 605-224-m34
July

12-14 - Wireless Communications Assoc. Intl. lath Annual
Convention, New Orleans
U 202-452-7823

July 65-15 - Wisconsin Broadcasters Convention Et Wisconsin Dells
U 608-255-2600
To subscribe, call 1-800-610-5771

UPCOMING EVENTS
Sept. 9-12 - Michigan Assoc. of Broadcasters Annual Conference,
Mackinac Island, MI
Ir 517 -484 -2444
Sept. 10-12 - American Women in Radio and Television 48th Annual
Convention, Washington DC
Ilr 703 -506 -3290
Oct. 21 - Bayliss Foundation Media Roast, New York,
U 831-6244536
Oct. 31- Nov. 2 - Canadian Association of Broadcasters Annual
Convention, Montreal, Canada
er 613-233-4035
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AIBG
CI

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE

NORTH UNTRAL OFFICE

Grand Rapids, 'Michigan

Duluth, Mims ata

Voice:

Voice:

Fax: 616-452-1552
E-mail: supportitablcom

Fax: 218-525-F155
E-mail: • race

800-7 . 8-8759

SOUTHEAST OFFICES
Mountain Home, North Carolina
Voice:

800-3E9-7623

Fax 828-697-2691
E-mail: cindy_edwards@abg.com

Lexington, South Carolina
Voice:

800-951-7443

Fax: 803-951-3123
jgeorge@abg.com

www.abg.com

SOUTHWEST OFFICE
Palmdale, California
Voice:

830-8E8-900E

Fax: 805-273-3321
E-mail: tmezey@abg.com

WE COULD BE THE ONLY SURE BET IN LAS VEGAS.
It's tough to pick awinner with digital audio software. Netia Digital
Audio makes it easier with Radio Assist — from acquisition to
broadcast. Expand your programming and reduce long-term
operating costs. Put the odds in your favor. Come see Netia
Digital Audio at Stand L- I2194 in the Radio Hall at NAB.

Juno

